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ABSTRACT
This dissertation addresses creating portable and efficient parallel programs for
scientific computing. Both of these aspects are important. Portability means the
program can execute on any parallel machine. Efficiency means there is little or
no penalty for using our solution instead of hand-coded, architecture-specific pro
grams. .Although parallel programming is necessarily more difficult than sequential
programming, it is currently more complicated than it has to be.
The Filaments package provides fine-grain parallelism and a shared memory pro
gramming model. It can be viewed as a "least common denominator" for parallel
scientific computing. Fine-grain parallelism supports any number (even thousands)
of threads, and shared memory provides a natural programming model. Conse
quently, the combination allows the programmer to concentrate on the application
and not the architecture of the target machine.
The Filaments package makes extensive use of run-time decision making. Run
time decision making heis several advantages. First, it is often possible to make a
better decision because more information is available at run time. Second, run-time
decision making can obviate the need for complex, often intractable, static analysis.
Moreover, run-time decision making leads to much of the package's efficiency.

CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Scientific problems were among the very first problems solved by computers.
Today, five decades and dozens of generations of machines later, many of the same
scientific problems are still being solved by computers. But the situation has changed
dramatically. Previously, a scientist would manually develop techniques, such as the
Fast Fourier Transform, to reduce the number of computations required. Moreover,
the computer could only solve problems that were small in both size and scope.
Today, computers are solving very large, ambitious, and complex problems.
Hardware speed has improved and continues to improve. However, an improve
ment in hardware speed does not produce idle cycles: rather it produces e.\tra com
putations because computer users will use all of the available computational power.
Each improvement only whets the appetite of computer users, as they find ways to
e.xploit the additional computational power.
With most scientific applications, tension e.xists between the size of the problem
(or the precision of the solution) and the timeliness of the results. Such applications
are often too numerically-intensive for timely results on a uniprocessor, which re
quires evaluating a smaller problem or calculating a less precise solution. Scientific
applications, which have always e.xpanded into the available computational power,
obey the Field of Dreams rule: "If you build it, they w^ill come."' The tension
between timeliness and size can be reduced by using multiple processors that work
together and in parallel to solve a problem. This increases the computational power,
enabling a larger, more precise solution to finish in less time. Because parallel com
puters are becoming common and relatively cheap, more and more applications are
being developed on them.
the movie a voice tells an Iowa farmer, played by Kevin Costner. to build a baseball field in
his corn field. When he builds it the "Black So.v" players, long dead, come and play on his field.
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Parallel programming is harder than sequential programming because a parallel
program has multiple, concurrently executing processes, and they need to

coiuiuli-

nicate and synchronize. However, parallel programming is currently harder than it
heis to be, because the advances in software have not kept pace with the advances
in hardware.
The current state of parallel computing is similar to that of sequential computing
a decade or two ago when most programs, especially time-critical ones, were written
in assembly languages. Compiled languages have several advantages over assembly
languages, such as portability and easy of use. However, often they were not used
because existing compilers did not produce as efficient code as did an expert as
sembly language programmer. Today, the vast majority of programs are written in
compiled languages because compiler technology has improved to the point where
the slight performance gain possible using an assembly language is not worth the
huge additional programming effort. Thus, a programmer does not have to be an ex
pert in a particular machine's assembly language. However, a parallel programmer
must be an expert in order to create an efficient parallel program. Moreo\'er. this
expertise is not generally transferable to other parallel machines. What is needed
are tools that will enable programmers to write portable, efficient programs in a
parallel programming language.

1.1

The Language-Machine Gap

A program is written in a language the can be read by a human and translated
into a format that can be executed by a computer. Thus, there is a gap between
an abstract language and a concrete machine. There are numerous ways to bridge
the language-machine gap. Most current parallel computing solutions only partially
bridge the gap. compiling one language onto one architecture. Consequently, a
parallel program is bound to a particular parallel architecture. However, a scientist
may want to run a program on another machine. Moreover, the lifetime of many
parallel programs span several generations of architectures.
.\n ideal parallel scientific programming solution is general, portable, and ef-
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Figure 1.1: The language-machine gap.
ficient.

It will support general scientific programming, in any language, so that

a programmer may use the language that best fits the problem. It will porfably
compile to any architecture, so that a programmer can use any machine. It will
efficiently execute, so that a programmer is not unduly penalized by the solution.
Thus, the ideal solution allows a programmer to use the "best" programming lan
guage for the application and execute that program efficiently on any machine that
is available.
Figure 1.1 shows our path to architecture-independent parallel computing. Our
solution uses an intermediate form, which is both a target for front-end language
translators and the source for back-end machine-dependent compilers. It extends a
classic compiler technique that is often used to bridge the gap between sequential
languages and sequential machines; in particular. Filaments is an intermediate form
that enables architecture-independent parallel computing. Our solution is general
and portable because any application can be compiled on every machine, via the
intermediate form. This dissertation will show that Filaments is also efficient.
On one side of the gap in Figure 1.1 are the three main approaches to pro
gramming parallel computers: parallelizing compilers, implicit parallel programming
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languages, and explicit parallel programming languages. A parallelizing compiler
creates a parallel program from sequential source code. Thus, existing sequential
programs become parallel programs, zind the programmer need not learn a new lan
guage. Unfortunately, this approach has two major drawbacks. First, the compiler
usually cannot discover all the available parallelism in a program. Second, the best
parallel solution to a problem often differs from the best sequential solution [15].
.•\n implicit parallel programming language relies on a compiler to exploit the
parallelism inherent in a program. These languages have no constructs to create and
manage parallelism: hence, program design and development is generally simpler
than in an explicit parallel language. However, a compiler for an implicit parallel
language has to create and manage parallelism; thus, like in parallelizing compilers,
the compiler may not discover all the parallelism available [15]. E.xamples of this
approach are the dataflow language SiSAL [43] and the functional language Id [45].
An explicit parallel programming language provides constructs, such as cobegin.
that allow the programmer to create and manage concurrency. Modern concurrent
languages, such as .Ada [19] and SR [4]. have parallel constructs integrated into
the language. Others take an existing sequential language, such as C or Fortran,
and add library routines to manage concurrency. Because parallelism is explicit,
the programmer can write an efficient program and tune it for peak performance.
However, the need to code parallelism explicitly makes this approach more difficult
and less portable than either of the other approaches.
On the other side of the gap in Figure 1.1 are the two major parallel architec
tures: shared-memory and distributed-memory. In a shared-memory multiprocessor
all memory is shared; processors access the global memory via a shared bus. How
ever. because of contention, a shared bus does not scale. Therefore, shared-memory
multiprocessors are limited to a relatively small number of processors.
In a distributed-memory (DM) machine all memory is private to each node:
nodes exchange data by means of messages. Therefore, a DM machine is harder to
use than a multiprocessor: however, it is scales much better than a multiprocessor.
Consequently, the largest parallel machines are DM machines. .'Additionally, a DM
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machine is generally simpler and cheaper to build than a multiprocessor [52]. A
multicomputer is a collection of uniprocessor nodes that are connected by an in
terconnection network. A cluster of workstations is another DM machine that is
very similar to the multicomputer; however, the interconnection network usually
has more latency and less bandwidth.

1.2

Filaments

This dissertation introduces a parallel programming solution that is general, port
able. and efficient. The Filaments package is a software kernel that supports efficient
execution of fine-grain

parallelism and a shared-variable programming model on a

range of multiprocessors. .A.s an analogy, the goal of Filaments relative to other
approaches to parallel programming is similar to the goal of RISC relative to other
styles of processor architecture: to provide a least common denominator that is easy
to use as a compiler target and that is efficiently implementable.
Parallel programs have three additional components relative to sequential com
puting: concurrency, communication, and synchronization. The Filaments package
provides abstractions for each of the additional parallel components. For concur
rency. Filaments provides fine-grain parallelism, because it supports any granularity
of parallelism, from fine to coarse.

Furthermore, with fine-grain

parallelism the

programmer can express the abstract parallelism inherent in an algorithm, rather
than the concrete parallelism of a machine. For communication. Filaments provides
shared-variable programming, because it is simpler than other communication mod
els. Moreover, it is the mostly widely-used model, as most algorithms are expressed
in terms of shared memory [46]. For synchronization. Filaments primarily provides
barrier synchronization because it is simple and sufficient.^ A barrier is a logical
fence at which all processes must arrive before any may pass.
Filaments supports parallel scientific applications, which are characterized by a
large amount of computation. Furthermore, such applications are not finished until
all computation is performed: thus, there is no advantage to pre-emption or priority
"The join primitive is also provided as explained in the next chapter.
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scheduling. Therefore. Filaments only supports limited synchronization in the form
of reductions (or barriers) and joins. Yet, the Filaments package can support general
scientific computing.
The typical approach to writing a parallel program for a 7^-processor machine is
to divide the application into V tasks and then to execute each task on a distinct
processor. For example, to multiply two n x n matrices one can partition the
inner product computations among V processes by cissigning each process a strip or
block of the result matrix, which results in a coarse-grain program, .^.n alternative
approach is to write a fine-grain program in which each process consists of a small,
independent unit of work. For matrix multiplication each inner product can be
computed in parallel by a logically distinct process.
There are several advantages to fine-grain programs. First, they are independent
of the architecture because parallelism is expressed in terms of the problem size,
not the number of processors that execute the program. Fine-grain programs are
easier to write, because it is not necessary statically to cluster independent units of
work into a fixed set of larger tasks. Moreover, adaptive programs such as divide
and conquer algorithms do not have any a priori fixed set of tasks. Third, the
implicit parallelism in functional or dataflow languages is inherently fine-grain, as
is the loop parallelism either extracted by parallelizing compilers or expressed in
parallel variants of languages such as Fortran. The fine-grain model simplifies code
generation for such languages. Finally, when there are many more processes than
processors, it is often eeisier to balance the total amount of work done by each
processor.
Fine-grain parallelism combined with shared-variable programming and barriers
yields the Filaments intermediate form. It is a very simple, yet general and portable,
model for parallel computing. It is simple because there are just a few primitives,
and they are easy to use. It is general because any parallel programming language
can be translated into Filaments. It is portable because the code can be efficiently
compiled for any architecture.
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1.3

Run-Time Decision Making

This dissertation also explores the effects of making decisions at run time. In par
ticular. the Filaments package at run time selects the granularity of parallelism,
generates implicit communication, and implicitly overlaps communication and com
putation. .A.dditionally, this dissertation introduces a page-consistency protocol.
writer-owns, that eliminates false sharing at run time.
There are many way to bridge the gap between an abstract language and a
concrete machine. Decisions can be made either statically at compile-time or dy
namically at run time. The static approach is to predict and prevent. A compiler
will analyze a program to predict what the program will do. Then the compiler
generates code to prevent the program from doing something illegal or inefficient.
The dynamic approach is to detect and correct. A run-time system will detect when
the program does something illegal or inefficient and correct the problem.
The static approach has the advantage that the overhead is incurred once at
compile-time. rather than every time the program is run. However, it must accu
rately predict the execution of the program, which in general is not possible. The
dynamic approach has the advantage that it is almost always easier to detect a
problem than it is to predict it. However, the corrective action occurs at run time,
which increases the execution time. Some problems are best solved staticalh*. such
as semantic analysis. Some problems are best solved dynamically, such as array
bounds checking. However, the choice is not obvious in all cases.
The dynamic approach offers several other advantages. It can simplify appli
cation programs and compilers because decisions are made implicitly at run time.
Second, more information is available at run time, so often a better decision can
be made dynamically, which yields improved overall performance than can be real
ized statically. Third, the system can learn about the program and execute more
efficiently. This is especially advantageous in iterative computations, where the
program executes much more efficiently in later iterations.
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1.4

Overview

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the
Filaments package, which is a subroutine library that provides efficient fine-grain
parallelism. There are several novel techniques that contribute to the efficiency,
such as stackless threads and implicit coarsening of the granularity of a program
Chapter 3 describes the Cable distributed shared memory system and the Packet
communication package. Cable is a multithreaded DSM that allows the overlapping
of communication and computation. Packet provides low-overhead datagram com
munication on a cluster of workstations.
Chapter 4 describes the writer-owns page-consistency protocol. It dynamically
eliminates false-sharing by migrating data at run time.
Chapter b shows that the Filaments package is efficient. The same Filaments
program runs on both shared- and distributed-memory machines. The speeds ob
tained by the architecture-independent Filaments program are nearly all within loVi
of the times of a hand-coded parallel program.
Chapter 6 describes the Sisal-to-Filaments compiler, f sc. It compiles a func
tional language. Sisal, into the Filaments intermediate form.

It shows that the

Filaments intermediate form is sufficient to support dataflow languages.
Finally. Chapter 7 summarizes the dissertation and discusses further work.

CHAPTER 2
The Filaments Package

The Filaments package is a software kernel that supports efficient execution
of fine-grain parallelism and shared variable programming on a range of parallel
machines. A filament

is a very lightweight thread. Each filament can be quite

small, as in the computation of an average in Jacobi iteration; medium size, as
in the computation of an inner product in matrix multiplication; or large, as in
a coarse-grain program with one process per processor.

The Filaments package

provides a minimal set of primitives that are sufficient to implement the majority
of parallel computations. Fine-grain parallelism allows the programmer to express
parallelism in terms of the application rather than the architecture. Consequently,
filaments programs can be both simple and portable.
The Filaments package runs on both shared- and distributed-memory machines.
Both these architectures have multiple physical processors: however, a multiproces
sor has one physical address space, and a multicomputer heis one per processor. The
term processor refers to a physical processor, whether it be in a multiprocessor or a
multicomputer. The term node refers to an address space. Figure 2.1 shows three
configurations of four processors. Figure 2.1 (a) shows a shared-memory multipro
cessor with four processors on one node. Figure 2.1 (b) shows distributed-memory
multicomputer with four nodes, each containing one processor. Figure 2.1 (c) shows
a network of multiprocessors with 4 processors and 2 nodes.'
This chapter illustrates the simplicity of fine-grain parallelism and the Filaments
package by examining several applications. It also discusses Filaments implementa
tions on both shared- and distributed-memory machines. The next section describes
^Although there is no implementation for this architecture in the Filaments package, the model
supports it.
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Figure 2.1: Three parallel computer architectures.
three applications in some detail. It shows how to program each application as a
fine-grain shared-memory program using the Filaments package. Sections 2.2 and
2.3 describe how the package is implemented on shared- and distributed-memory
machines, respectively. Section 2.4 discusses related work, and Section 2.5 summa
rizes the chapter.
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2.1

Fine-Grain Parallelism and the Filaments Package

The Filaments package supports two kinds of very lightweight threads, called fil
aments. Iterative filaments execute repeatedly, with a global reduction operation
(and hence a barrier synchronization) occurring after each execution of all filaments.
The package also supports sequences of iterative filaments, which are used when loop
bodies have multiple phases, each of which ends in a barrier. Iterative filaments are
used in applications such as Jacobi iteration, LU decomposition and SOR. Fork/join
filaments recursively fork new filaments and wait for them to return results. They
are used in divide-and-conquer applications such as adaptive quadrature, quicksort,
and recursive FFT.
A conventional thread typically has a private stack, which provides memory for
temporary variables, function call frames, etc. .A, thread's stack also defines the state
of the thread; therefore, a thread can be arbitrarily suspended. However, the stack
must be large, which makes thread creation and context switching between threads
expensive.
filament is stackless. which requires much less memory than a thread. There
fore. it has a very small context, which allows for very fast creation and context
switching. However, the lack of a private stack means a filament must "borrow" a
stack for temporary storage. Consequently, filaments are executed by server threads
on each processor.
The server thread's stack provides temporary storage for a filament. One can sus
pend a filament by suspending the server thread that is executing it. If there is one
server thread per filament, then filaments could be arbitrarily suspended like other
threads: however, the benefits of a small context would be lost. In order to realize
the benefits of filaments, there must be many more filaments than server threads.
Therefore, a server thread generally executes numerous filaments and filaments are
not arbitrarily suspended.
A program that uses Filaments contains three additional components relative to
a sequential program:
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• declarations of variables that are to be located in shared memory.
• functions containing the code for each filament, and
• a section that initializes the package, creates the filaments,

places them on

processors, and controls their execution.
Iterative filaments are placed (by the programmer) in pools when they are created.
A pool is a group of filaments

that ideally have similar data-reference patterns.

A collection of pools is called a pool set. It consists of a pointer to the filament
code and a pointer to the sequential code, which is a function that is called after
each execution of all filaments

in the pool set. The sequential code synchronizes

the processors and determines whether the pool of filaments should e.xecute again.
Hence, a pool set logically represents a parallel code segment terminated by a barrier
synchronization point.
Conversely, fork/join filaments are created dynamically and in parallel, \\4ien a
processor forks a filament,

the filament is placed on that processor's list: however,

any processor (on any node) may execute the filament, as explained in Section 2.2.2.
Fork/join applications do not have inherent locality. Hence, pools are not used
because the data-reference patterns of fork/join filaments

cannot, in general, be

determined.

2.1.1

Matrix Multiplication: Simple Iterative Filaments

Consider the problem of computing the product of two n x n matrices, c = a x b.
The natural unit of parallelism in this problem is one inner product; there are
inner products.^ The shared variables for this application are the three matrices: a.
b, and c. Each inner product is computed by a filament that e.xecutes the following
function:
•There is a finer grain of parallelism for this problem: Do all multiplies within an inner product
in parallel, and then add them in parallel using a combining tree. However, this granularity of par
allelism is quite difficult to program, because of all the synchronization steps and the bookkeeping
for the combining tree.

void innerProdCint i, int j) {
int k;
double sum = 0.0;
for (k = 0; k < n; k++)
sum += aCi][k]»bCk][j];
c[i][j] = sum;

}
This code accumulates the inner product term by term in the local variable sum.
and writes it out to the shared variable c[i] [j] at the end. .Accumulating interme
diate results in a scalar variable rather than a multi-dimensional array is strength
reduction, which is more efficient; moreover, it reduces contention for the shared
variable.
The key roles of the initialization section are to initialize the Filaments package,
create and initialize the matrices, and create the filaments themselves. This section
is executed on each node, because each address space must be initialized.
void mainO {
/» create and initialize the shared matrices: a, b, & c */
f InitO ;
startRow = ...;

endRow = ...; /* set the bounds of the block */

ps = fCreatePoolSet(innerProd, NULL);
pool = fCreatePoolsCps, numFil);
for (i = staxtRow; i < endRow; i++) {
/* determine the pool to use for filaments in row i */
poolld = whichPool(i);
for (j = 1; j < n; j++)
fCreateFilamentCps, pool[poolld], i, j);

}
fStairtO ;
>
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The call to fInit initializes the Filaments package. The call of fCreatePoolSet
creates a pool set, which contains filaments that execute the function innerProd.
The last argument is a pointer to a function defining the sequential code, which is not
needed in this application (hence the NULL pointer) because matri.x multiplication is
not iterative. The fCreatePools call creates an array of pools, one per processor,
where each pool contains space for numFil filaments. The fCreateFilaiment routine
creates a single filament. Each filament is defined by i and j, which are passed as
arguments to innerProd. The value of poolld indicates the pool into which the
filament is to be placed. The variables startRow and endRow denote the bounds of
the block assigned to the node. The final Filaments package call. fStart. starts the
parallelism. .A.ll filaments are executed to completion before the call returns.
The program must distribute the filaments among the processors and nodes in
order to balance the load.

An efficient distribution for matrix multiplication is

block, in which every processor computes a contiguous strip of rows of the resultant
matrix. This results in a load-balanced program with reasonably good locality. The
initialization code above shows a general way to distribute filaments in blocks. It is
general enough to distribute filaments for both multiprocessors and multicomputers.
The values stairtRow and endRow are the start and end of the the block assigned
to the node. The function whichPool determines the processor that is assigned to
the row. This simple method of assigning filaments to pools can support all regular
distributions on multiprocessors, multicomputers, and hybrid machines.
Figure 2.2 illustrates ways to distribute filaments between processors and nodes
using pools and pool sets on several different architectures. The example shows the
block distribution of a 4 x 4 matrix. It uses one pool set and one pool per node. The
pool set contains the filament pointer (innerProd) and the sequential code pointer
(NULL). The pool is an array, with one element for every processor. Figure 2.2 (a)

shows the pools on a uniprocessor.
16 filament

There is a one-element pool containing all

descriptors. Figure 2.2 (b) shows the pools on a multiprocessor with

four processors. There is a four-element pool: each element contains four filament
descriptors. Figure 2.2 (c) shows the pools on a multicomputer with four nodes.
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Figure 2.2: Distributing 4x4 filaments in pools on various machines.
There are four distinct pools (and pool sets); each pool contains four filaments
descriptors. Figure 2.2 (d) shows the pools on a hybrid machine with two nodes and
four processors. There are two two-element pools.
For the block distribution, staartRow =
is the number of rows.

and endRow =

+ 1 )• where n

is the number of nodes, and idy is the node ID (beginning

with 0). In (a) and (b) there is one node, with ID 0. thus startRow = 0 and
endRow = 4. In (c) there are four nodes, with ID"s from 0 to -3. thus. startRow = idy
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and endRow = id^,' + 1. In (d) there are two nodes, thus startRow = 2idy and
endRow =

+ 1)- There is a similar equation for assigning filaments to pool

elements on a multiprocessor node.
Figure 2.2 shows a simple example: block distribution with one pool and one
pool set per node. However, the method easily extends to any distribution and any
number of pools and pool sets, because every regular distribution can be described
with simple algebraic equations. The above example has shown how pools can be
used to statically balance the load; the next chapter will show how pools can also
be used to overlap communication and computation.

2.1.2

Jacobi Iteration: Iterative Filaments with Barriers

Laplace's equation in two dimensions is the partial differential equation
d^u

d^u

Given boundary values for a region, its solution is the steady values of interior points.
These values can be approximated numerically by using a finite difference method.
Jacobi iteration is one such method; it works as follows. First, discretize the region
using a grid of equally spaced points, and initialize each point to some value. Then
repeatedly compute a new value for each grid point; the new value for a point is
the average of the values of its four neighbors from the previous iteration. The
computation terminates when all new values are within some tolerance. EPSILON.
of their respective old values. Because there are two grids, the v} updates are all
independent computations; hence, all new values can be computed in parallel.
For this application, the key shared variables are the two n x n arrays, new and
old, and the reduction variable meixdiff. The new and old variables are dynamically
allocated two-dimensional vectors. (The boundaries of the region are stored in the
edges of the arrays.) A reduction variable is a special kind of variable with one copy
per processor. Here, maxdiff is of type double and is shared among all filaments on
a processor. The local copy of a reduction variable can be accessed directly. Such
variables are also used in calls to fReduce, which atomically combines all processor's
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private copies into a single copy using a binary, associative operator such as add or
minimum. A call of f Reduce also results in a barrier synchronization.
The code executed by each filament computes an average and difference:
void jacobi(int i, int j) {
double temp;
new[i][j] = (oldCi-l]Cj] + old[i+l][j] +
old[i][j-l] + old[i]Cj+l]) * 0.25;
temp = absval(new[i][j] - old[i][j]);
if (temp > RVal(maxdiff))
RVal(maxdiff) = temp;

}
.A.fter computing the new value of grid point (i, j ) O acobi computes the difference
between the old and new values of that point. If the difference is larger than the
maximum difference seen on this iteration of the entire computation, then majcdiff
needs to be updated. The RVal macro accesses the processor's local copy of majcdiff.
.•\fter all grid points are updated, the following procedure is called to check for
convergence and to swap grids:
int convergenceCheckO {
fReduce(RVal(maxdiff), MAX);
if (RVal(maxdiff) < EPSILON)
return F.DONE;
swap(old, new);
RVal(maxdiff) = 0.0;
return F.CONTINUE;

}
This code is e.xecuted sequentially by one processor on every node at the end of
every update phase, i.e.. after every filament in the pool set has been executed once.
The call to fReduce combines all copies of maxdiff (using the MAX operator) into a
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single consistent copy. If convergenceCheck returns F.CONTINUE, the server thread
on each processor starts another iteration by once again executing each filament in
all its pools. If it returns F_DONE, then the computation terminates.
The initialization section initializes the Filaments package, creates and initializes
the arrays, creates the pools and filaments, and then starts the server threads on
each node.
void mainO {
/• create and initialize the shsured variables */
fInitO;

startRow = ...;

endRow = ...;

ps = fCreatePoolSet(jacobi, convergenceCheck);
pool = fCreatePoolsCps, numFil);
for (i = staxtRow; i < endRow; i++) {
/* determine which pool to use for this row *!
poolld = whichPoolO;
for (j = 1; j < n-1; j++)
fCreateFilamentCps, pool[poolld], i, j);

}
fStart 0;

}
The above code is virtually identical to the main function for the matri.x multiplica
tion program. Essentially, the only difference is that the call of f CreatePoolSet has
a non-null second argument. convergenceCheck. which is the function that checks
for convergence.

2.1.3

Adaptive Quadrature: Fork/Join Filaments

This section introduces the fork/join style of programming in Filaments. It also
describes an application that has no natural coarse-grain counterpart.
Consider the problem of approximating the integral
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One method to solve this problem is adaptive quadrature, which works cis follows.
Divide an interval in half, approximate the areas of both halves and of the whole
interval, and then compare the sum of the two halves to the area of the whole
interval. If the difference of these two values is not within a specified tolerance,
recursively compute the areas of both intervals and add them.
The simplest way to program adaptive quadrature is to use a divide-and-conquer
approach.

Because subintervals are independent, a new filament computes each

subinterval. Hence this application uses fork/join filaments.

The more rapidly the

function is changing, the smaller the interval needed to obtain the desired accuracy.
Therefore, the work load is not uniformly distributed over the entire interval.
The computational routine for adaptive quadrature is:
double quad(double a, double b, double fa, double fb, double area){
double left, right, fm, m, aleft, aright;
/* compute midpoint m aind areas under f() from a to m (aleft)
* and m to b (aright) */
if (close enough)
return aleft + aright;
else {

/• recurse, forking two new filaments »/

fjFork(quad, left, a, m, fa, fm, aleft);
fjFork(quad, right, m, b, fm, fb, aright);
fjJoinO;

/* wait for children to complete */

return left + right;
>

}
The algorithm above evaluates /() at each point just once and evaluates the area
of each interval just once. Previously computed values and areas are passed to new
filaments to avoid recomputing the function and areas. If the computed estimate is
not close enough, the program forks a filament to compute the two subintervals and
then waits for them to complete. The results are stored in left and right.

The initialization section for adaptive quadrature is:
void mainO {
double left, right, ainswer, fleft, fright, initArea;
fInitO ;
/* input left and right; compute fleft, fright, and initArea */
/* fork initial filament */
fjForkCquad, answer, left, right, fleft, fright, initArea);
fStartO;

/» also serves as implicit join •/

}
In this application, the program initially creates one filament that computes the area
for the entire interval. As always, the call of fStart terminates when all filaments
have terminated; in fork/join applications this serves as an implicit join to the initial
fjFork call.

2.2 Shared Filaments Implementation
There are two instances of the Filaments package: Shared Filaments for sharedmemory multiprocessors and Distributed Filaments for distributed-memor\- ma
chines.

The Shared Filaments (SF) package is currently implemented on a 4-

processor Silicon Graphics Iris and a 14-processor Sequent Symmetry. It contains
two kernels: one for iterative filaments and one for fork/join filaments.

2.2.1

Iterative Filaments

A filament can access any data that is allocated in shared memory. Variables are
allocated in shared memory through a system-supplied routine.
A filament does not have a private stack; it consists only of a (shared) function
pointer and arguments to that function. Filaments are executed one at a time by
server threads, which are conventional lightweight threads with a private stack. The
server thread's stack provides temporary storage for automatic variables, call frames,
etc.
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All filaments are of equal importance, because parallel scientific programs are not
finished until all work is done. Therefore, an executing filament is never pre-empted
in favor of another filament.
Descriptors of iterative filaments are stored in pools represented by arrays: each
element contains the cirguments to be passed to the filament code. This allows an
iterative filament descriptor to contain only arguments and avoids storing a pointer
to the next filament.

Having small filament

descriptors leaves more room in the

cache for program data.
Many Filaments programs attain good performance with little or no optimiza
tion. For example, in matrix multiplication, each filament

performs a significant

amount of work (0(n) multiplications and additions), which amortizes the filament
overheads. However, achieving good performance for iterative applications that pos
sess many filaments which perform very little work (e.g., Jacobi iteration) requires
using implicit coarsening, which allows filaments

in a pool to be executed as if

the application were written as a coarse-grain program.^ This reduces the cost of
running filaments,

reduces the working set size to make more efficient use of the

cache, and uses code that is easier for compilers to optimize. To implement implicit
coarsening, we use two techniques: inlining and pattern recognition.
Inlining consists of directly executing the body of each filament

rather than

making a procedure call. In particular, when processing a pool, a server thread
executes a loop, the body of which is the code for the filaments in the pool. This
eliminates a function call for each filament, but the server thread still has to traverse
the list of filament descriptors in order to load the arguments.
The second technique is to recognize common patterns of filaments at run time.
Filaments recognizes regular patterns of filaments

cissigned to the same pool. In

such cases, the package at run time switches to code that iterates over the filaments,
generating the arguments in registers rather than reading the filament descriptors
from memory. Filaments currently recognizes a few common patterns that support
^Systems such as Chores [22] and the Uniform System [53] have a fine-grain specification and
a coarse-grain e.^ecution model, but use preprocessor support. Filaments generates different codes
at compile time and chooses among them at run time.
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Pattern
Matcher

Filament descriptor (i,j)

Figure 2.3: Pattern matcher processes a pool and creates a generator.
a large subset of regular problems: however, the technique is capable of supporting
any number of other patterns.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of implicit coarsening. The pattern matcher rec
ognizes a two-dimensional pattern of filaments in the pool. So it creates a twodimensional generator.
Without inlining or pattern matching the filament kernel e.xecuted by a server
thread is similar to the following code.
do pool nof empty —>
f := nextFilament
ps->code(f->al, ...

f->aji)

od

In this code the server thread marches down the array of filaments

invoking the

filament function (which is stored in the pool set, ps) on the arguments in the
filament descriptor. When inlining is used the kernel looks like this:
do pool not empty
f := nextFilament
al = f->al: ...; an = f->aji;

<body of filament>
od
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Figure 2.4: Dissemination barrier used in Shared Filaments.
The function call is eliminated and replaced by loading of arguments. When implicit
coarsening is used the loading of arguments can also be eliminated. The following
code shows the generator that is executed if the pattern matcher creates the gener
ator in Figure 2.3.
fa i := 0 to 2, j := 0 to 4 —>•

<body of filamenf>
af

(The fa...af is the for-all statement, which is similar to the do loop in Fortran.)
There is no loading of arguments from memory when a generator is used, which
can result in huge performance gains. The above illustrates a simple 2-D generator
for filaments with only two arguments. Filaments can create a more complicated
generator that has many arguments and several dimensions.
Iterative filaments programs use barriers for synchronization. SF implements a
dissemination barrier, [30]. In each stage, every processor sets its flag and waits for
another processor to set its flag. In stage 5 a processor waits for its neighbor 2^"'
places to the right (modulo V), as shown in Figure 2.4. Thus, after [logP] stages
every processor knows that every other processor has arrived at the barrier.
A reduction is a high-level mechanism employed in Filaments programs. First,
it causes a value from each node to be accumulated by some binary, associative
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operation and then to be disseminated to all nodes. Second, it ensures that no node
continues until all nodes have completed the same reduction. Hence, a reduction
also serves as a barrier synchronization point. (.A. "pure" barrier is a reduction that
does not compute a value.)
A reduction variable is shared among the processors. In general, it is updated
incrementally and read only after all the values have been accumulated.
The naive implementation of a reduction variable is to have a single copy pro
tected by a lock. In this case a processor must acquire the lock before updating
the variable and relejise the lock afterward. This sequentializes all updates to the
variable. A reduction variable may be updated thousands of times; therefore, a lock
can be a huge bottleneck.
The Filaments implementation uses a private copy of the reduction variable on
each processor. .A, processor updates its private copy; when all processors reach the
reduction (barrier) point, the private copies are reduced into the final value, which
is then written into each private copy. Processors do not contend with each other
while updating, so there is no contention for a lock. .A.11 processors have the same
final value after the reduction, so the semantics of a reduction are preserved.
A reduction variable is represented by an array of V elements, where V is the
number of processors. Each element is padded to the boundary of a cache line in
order to avoid false sharing when processors are updating. When all processors
reach the reduction point, processor 0 reduces all the elements of the array into one
element and then writes this value into all elements. All processors perform a barrier
synchronization at the beginning and end of the reduction, thus ensuring both that
processor 0 does not start reducing too soon and that the other processors do not
read the value before it is final.

2.2.2

Fork/Join Filaments

A fork/join program creates filaments dynamically; an iterative program creates all
filaments before any are e.xecuted. Therefore, fork/join filaments are quite different
from iterative filaments; in particular, a fork/join filament can fork child filaments
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and wait for them to execute.
A descriptor for a fork/join filament is necessarily larger than a descriptor for an
iterative filament. In addition to the argument list and function pointer, a fork/join
filament has several other fields, such as a pointer to its parent, the number of
children it has created, Eind where to put the return value.
redistribution of fork/join filaments

To make dynamic

easier, their descriptors are stored in linked

lists.
In order to avoid excessive context switching, one fork/join server thread executes
many fork/join filaments (just as one iterative server thread executes many iterative
filaments). At a join call, a fork/join filament must wait until all its children finish.
Each fork/join filament

has a child counter, which contains a count of the number

of active children. The counter is incremented when a parent forks a child and
decremented when a child completes. At the join, a parent waits for its child counter
to reach zero. While a parent filament is blocked, the server thread executes other
filaments. In other words, the parent filament yields to the fork/join kernel at the
join if any of its children are still active.
The parent filament

is suspended on the server thread's program stack. This

greatly reduces the overhead of context switching; however, because filaments

are

suspended on a stack, they must be resumed in inverse order of the way they were
suspended. Parents are suspended before children: therefore, children must be re
sumed before their parents, which is also what is required by the join. Because
filaments share the server stack, a filament must not only wait for its children, but
must also reach the top of the server's program stack before it can execute. This
additional requirement does not adversely affect performance because a filament is
blocked, not a server thread. Furthermore, there is no potential for deadlock be
cause a parent filament

cannot be at the top of the stack waiting for a child that is

also on the same server thread's stack.
A fork/join program, such as quicksort or adaptive quadrature, employs a divideand-conquer strategy. Initially, there is one task or filament: others are created by
forking. Therefore, all but one processor is idle in the beginning. As filaments are
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Figure 2.5: Tree of initial fork/join filaments.

forked, they are given to other processors. Even after all processors have begun
working. load balancing may be required to keep the nodes active. For e.xample. in
adaptive quadrature, when integrating the function e^. the amount of computation
increases with x. The processor that is initially given the leftmost interval becomes
idle long before the other processors.
Filaments uses sender-initiated work-distribution to give each processor its initial
filament and then uses receiver-initiated load-balancing to keep processors active.
To illustrate the initial work-distribution scheme, consider a fork/join application
that creates parallelism by two forks and then a join. One processor executes the
root filament, which forks two filaments: the initial processor gives one filament to
another processor and executes the other. (It must keep one filament to avoiding
becoming idle.) Now two processors are executing filaments, each of which forks
two more filaments. Each processor gives away one filament and executes the other.
Figure 2.5 shows the initial tree of fork/join filaments after generations. The number
of processors with work doubles each generation. The initial phase requires [logP]
generations to get work to all processors. .A.fter all processors have work, filaments
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are no longer distributed.
Some applications will need to employ dynamic load balancing after the ini
tial work-distribution phase. In Filaments this is receiver-initiated: When a server
thread becomes idle, it scans all other processors' lists and takes filaments from the
processor with the most filaments.'' Newly forked filaments are put on the tail of
a processor's local list and filaments are stolen from the front of the list because
the largest units of work tend to be at the front of processor lists [54]. Therefore, a
stolen filament will likely keep the processor busy for a while.
Another optimization for fork/join filaments is pruning, which is analogous to
the implicit coarsening used for iterative filaments. When enough work has been
created to keep all processors bus\', forks are turned into procedure calls and joins
into returns. This avoids excessive overheads due to filaments creation and synchro
nization. There is a concern with pruning, however. It is possible for a processor to
prune its entire subtree sequentially while other processors are idle. To avoid this,
whenever another processor needs work, all other processors stop pruning and begin
forking. There is a threshold at which pruning begins. A small threshold reduces
the number of filaments that are forked, which decreases the overhead, but limits
the parallelism. The ideal pruning threshold depends on the application: therefore,
it can be set by the user.

2.3

Distributed Filaments Implementation

The Distributed Filaments (DF) package extends SF so that it can exploit a mul
tithreaded distributed shared memory (DSM) customized for use with fine-grain
threads. Relative to SF, DF has two additional components: Cable, a multithreaded
DSM that implicitly overlaps communication and computation, and Packet, a low
overhead, reliable, datagram communication package. (These are discussed in the
next chapter.) Figure 2.6 shows the components of DF and their inter-relation. This
section describes the extensions to the Filaments kernel required for a distributed''This scheme suffices for small numbers of processors: a more scalable scheme is necessary for
larger multiprocessors.
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Figure 2.6: Distributed Filaments Components.
memory implementation on a cluster of Sun workstations.

2.3.1

Iterative Filaments

Distributed Filaments uses a distributed shared memory system to provide logically
shared memory on a multicomputer. Therefore, the DF implementation is very sim
ilar to the SF implementation. However, the potentially large latency' of a remote
reference on a multiprocessor places additional importance on locality. DF miti
gates the cost of remote accesses by overlapping communication and computation.
The server thread that is blocked waiting for the reply to a remote page request
is suspended in favor of another thread that can (hopefully) compute. Pools en
able Filaments to successfully overlap communication and computation, which is
explained in the next chapter.
DF allocates a local copy of the reduction variable in each processor, similar to
SF. After the local copies have been merged into one copy, values on the nodes are
merged. For efficiency, DF uses messages to merge reduction values. At the reduc
tion. DF combines the value at each node into one global value using a tournament
reduction, as shown in Figure 2.7. There are C?(log2-V) steps in the reduction (A' is
the number of nodes). In each step, half of the participating nodes send a reduction
message (containing the local reduction value) to another node and then drop out
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Figure 2.7: E.xample of a tournament reduction that sums integers.
of the tournament. When a node receives a reduction message, it merges the value
in the message with its local value. After the last step, all the local values have
been reduced into one value, which is then disseminated back to all the nodes in the
reduction reply message.
A tournament reduction scales well and has low expected latency [30]. There
are '2(A'— 1) messages in the reduction, which is minimal. The latency is ©(log.^ A')
steps.

.Although there are other methods with less latency, each requires more

messages. For example, each node could send its value to every other node. This
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has minimal latency of 1 step; however, there are A''^ messages. (A dissemination
barrier has ©(logj-V) steps, but has 0(A/'log2 A/') messages.)

2.3.2

Fork/Join Filaments

DF uses the same sender-initiated scheme that is used in SF fork/join filaments to
distribute work initially. However, whereas SF writes directly into a processor's list
of filaments, DF sends a message to the remote node. The remote node copies the
filament descriptor from the message into its list of filaments and starts a server
thread.
.After the initial work-distribution phase, some applications employ dynamic load
balancing. When a node hcis no new filaments and no filaments are suspended wait
ing for a page, it queries other nodes in a round-robin fashion. Not all applications
require this type of load balancing. Load balancing is more expensive in DF than
in SF: therefore, the penalty for a mistake is higher.
DF uses receiver-initiated load-balancing once the initial filaments have been
distributed. When a node starts e.xecuting a filament, it needs to get the data
associated with the filament. .A.t best this costs the time to acquire the working
set of the filament, and at worst it can lead to thrashing. Therefore, the initial
work-distribution phase is more costly in DF than in SF.
DF uses three mechanisms to control thrashing in fork/join programs. The first
mechanism is similar to the time-window coherence protocol in the Mirage system
[24]. A node will keep a page for a certain length of time before giving it up: during
that time, it ignores requests for the page from other nodes. Therefore, a node
will get some work done before it releases the page, which ensures that progress is
made; however, this might cause a delay on a remote node. Thus, the w^indow size
must be chosen carefully to reduce thrashing and not overly delay remote nodes.
Multithreading allows greater flexibility in the choice of window size: Because a
node can execute other threads, it can tolerate longer delays than in a single-thread
implementation.
The second mechanism used to control thrashing is head-based scheduling of
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filaments. When a page arrives, all server threads waiting on the page are placed at
the head of the ready queue. Hence, a page that just arrived will be utilized as soon
as the currently executing thread gives up control. This increases the probability
that a page is still resident by the time enabled threads are actually scheduled to
run. This mechanism is effective regardless of the window size.
The third mechanism used to control threishing is pinning memory. The user ex
plicitly pins the memory locations that are being updated, which prevents the pages
from being transferred. Thrashing is avoided because the page is not transferred.
However, filaments on remote nodes are delayed. Therefore, a programmer should
only pin memory in a few critical loops. Additionally, a programmer must ensure
that the system will not deadlock. If two nodes attempts to pin the same pages and
each node only pins some of the pages, then the system will deadlock. This solution
is crude, but effective.

2.4

Related Work

Many threads packages have been written. Those that support efficient parallelism
include Threads [21], Presto [6], {iSystem [9], /zC-h+ [S], and Sun Lightweight Pro
cesses [-51]. We will call these standard packages because they have a stack for
each thread. The goal of standard packages is to provide the user with a natu
ral thread abstraction and many of the usual concurrent programming primitives;
different packages provide different primitives. All of the above packages support
pre-emption to provide fairness. However, the use of stacks requires context switch
ing code, which is inherently machine dependent. Most of the above packages also
use a central ready queue.
Standard threads packages, however, cannot support fine-grain

parallelism effi

ciently. Consider, for example, a Jacobi iteration program written with one thread
per point. Each thread performs a handful of instructions and suspends. Creating
large numbers of threads (and stacks) wastes space and is inefficient. Furthermore,
the work a thread does is very small, so context switching time will constitute a large
overhead. Pre-emption adds overhead and can cause additional context switching.
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The use of central ready queues hurts locality and also affects cache usage. Lastly,
the generality of standard packages increases their size and overhead. Filaments
is more efficient for fine-grain parallelism, because it has only one stack per server
thread, implements inexpensive context switching, does not pre-empt threads, uses
local ready queues, and provides optimizations such as implicit coarsening and prun
ing for applications that need them.
Several researchers have proposed ways to make standard thread packages more
efficient. .'Anderson, et al. [2] discuss the gain from using local ready queues, and [1]
shows how to do user-level scheduling. Schoenberg and Hummel [31] explain how to
avoid allocating one stack per thread and switching contexts in nested parallel for
loops. Markatos. et al. [42] present a thorough study of the tradeoffs between load
balancing and locality in shared memory machines. Keppel [34] describes a portable
threads package that supports efficient barrier synchronization and non-pre-emptive
threads.
Some threads packages support fine-grain parallelism. The Uniform System [53].
built for the BBN Butterfly, has several things in common with Filaments: There
are no private stacks per thread, no context switches, and threads are not preemptable. The Uniform System's synchronous mode supports a simple form of iter
ative threads, and their finalization code is equivalent to our sequential code. How
ever, iterative filaments are more powerful, and they need be created only once. The
Uniform System does not support fork/join filaments.

It also uses a central ready

queue: in contrast. Filaments uses local ready queues, which minimizes contention
and enhances data locality. The Uniform System also employs task generators (a
related collection of teisks) and hence hcis a coarse-grain execution model. However,
the Uniform System cannot efficiently support thread-per-point decompositions for
problems like Jacobi, as Lin [39] and others have noted. Filaments can e.xecute the
fine-grain e.xecution model efficiently in many cases, and when it needs to switch to
a coarse-grain execution model, it does so at run time.
VVorkCrews [54] supports fork/join parallelism on small-scale, shared-memory
multiprocessors. VVorkCrews introduced the concepts of pruning and of ordering
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queues to favor larger threads. Filaments has borrowed these ideas in its implemen
tation of fork/join threads.
TAM [17] is a compiler-controlled threaded abstract machine. It evolved from
graph-baised e.xecution models for dataflow languages and provides a bridge between
such models and the control flow models typically employed by standard multi
processors. TAM is oriented more for distributed- than shared-memory machines,
because threads send messages, which enable other threads, possibly on remote ma
chines. Threads execute from beginning to end without blocking, but they may
be pre-empted by message handlers (inlets in TAM). Given its dataflow heritage.
TAM is oriented toward fork/join parallelism. This can be used to support itera
tive parallelism by turning loop bodies into cobegin statements, but at the expense
of forking and joining threads on each iteration of the outer loop.

In contrast.

Filaments directly supports iterative parallelism by means of iterative threads. In
any event, the essential differences between TAM and Filaments are their differ
ent heritages (dataflow versus imperative) and consequently their different means
for specifying and implementing fine-grain parallelism. T.A.M defines an abstract
machine of self-scheduling parallel threads, which is used as an intermediate lan
guage that is mapped to existing processors, whereas Filaments defines a portable
subroutine library, which is used to specify parallelism in a traditional, imperative
way.
Chores [22] is similar to both Filaments and the Uniform System. Chores runs
on top of Presto on a Sequent Symmetry. It uses a central ready queue, but servers
take jobs in chunks. This amortizes the lock overhead of the central ready queue.
Like Filaments, Chores heis no private stacks per thread, no context switches, and no
pre-emption. However, Filaments directly supports efficient fine-grain parallelism,
whereas Chores requires preprocessor support and the use of task generators in order
to cluster fine-grain tasks into coarse-grain units.
Support for the recursive programming style does not generally exist on distributed-memory systems. For example, in Munin [13]. the user must program recur
sive applications using a shared queue (bag) of une.xecuted tasks and must explicitly
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implement and lock the queue. DF allows recursive programs to be written naturally
and efficiently by means of fork/join filaments.

2.5

Summary

The abstractions of the Filaments package create an intermediate form for portable
parallel programming. Any granularity of parallelism can be programmed in a finegrain model and any algorithm can be written as a shared-variable program with
barrier synchronization. The example programs show that the Filaments package
provides these abstractions in a natural way that is easy to use.
Various techniques are employed to implement filaments efficiently. The small
context, made possible because filaments are stackless. reduces the cost of creating,
storing, and accessing filaments. Inlining and implicit coarsening reduce the cost of
context switching between iterative filaments. Pruning reduces the cost of context
switching between fork/join filaments.
The Filaments package is written entirely in software and has been ported to
several machines. It can be used as a stand-alone library (see Chapter 5). or it can
be used as a compiler target (see Chapter 6).

CHAPTER 3
The Cable Distributed Shared Memory System

A distributed shared memory (DSM) is responsible for transferring data between
nodes and maintaining consistent memory. Because communication in a DSM is
implicit, a shared-memory program generally is less complicated than an equivalent
distributed-memory program that uses explicit message passing.
Cable is a DSM that provides logically shared memory for Filaments programs
executing on distributed-memory machines. It is multithreaded, extensible, and
implemented entirely in software.
Multithreading enables the overlapping of communication and computation,
which effectively mitigates message latency and hence greatly improves performance
for a large set of problems. Filaments programs have numerous independent threads
that can be e.xecuted in any order, which enhances the ability to overlap communi
cation and computation..
Cable supports extensibility by means of user-defined page consistency protocols
(PCP). A PCP provides page-based memory consistency. Cable supports the general
framework only; the specific operations occur by means of upcalls to user-defined
routines, as described in Section 4.4.1. It is easy to create, test, and evaluate new
PCPs, which facilitates experimentation and can lead to a more efficient system.
Cable is implemented entirely in software. Consequently, it is flexible,

inex

pensive. and portable. Software is more flexible and less expensive to develop and
produce than hardware. Cable requires some operating system support, but has
been ported to many different machines and operating systems (SPARC/SunOS.
SP.A.RC/Solaris. Dec 5000/Mach, and Paragon/OSF 1).
The following section gives an overview of distributed shared memory. Sec
tions 3.2 through 3.5 describe Cable's shared memory, implicit communication in
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Figure 3.1: Distributed memory machine.
a DSM. overlapping, and Packet, respectively. Lastly. Section 3.6 discusses related
DSM systems and summarizes the chapter.

3.1

Overview of Distributed Shared Memory

In a distributed-memory machine each node contains local memory that is exclu
sively accessed by the local processor (see Figure 3.1). Threads can access only the
local memory of the node on which they are executing. In contrast, a processor
can access all the memory in a multiprocessor: therefore, all threads on a sharedmemory machine manipulate the same memory regardless of the processor on which
they are executing. On a multiprocessor, processes communicate and synchronize
using shared variables. One process writes data that can be read by processes on
other processors. On a DM machine, processes on different nodes communicate and
synchronize with messages.
Explicit message passing adds many complications to a program, such as flow
control and buffering of messages. Programming with messages is tricky despite the
various solutions that have been proposed [52]. Moreover, the shared-variable model
is the most widely-used model; for example, most algorithms are expressed in terms
of shared memory [46].
Figure 3.2 shows how Jacobi iteration might be programmed using explicit mes-
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do maxdiff > epsilon ->
# send row up and receive from below
if not firstNodc —^ ssnd
n.swCfxr'SoRowj , iTovsxze) S
if not lastNode —)• receive (below, new[lastRow+l], rowsize) fi

# send row down and receive from above
if not lastNode
send (below, new[lastRow], rowsize) fi
if not firstNode
receive (above, newCf irstRow-1], rowsize) fi
# repeat until converged
# update all points
fa i := firstRow to lastRow, j := 1 to n ^
update new[i,j]
update maxdiff
af
new :=: old

# change the roles of the grids

od

Figure 3.2: Jacobi iteration program using explicit message passing.
sage passing. Each node updates a contiguous block of rows, from f irstRow to
lastRow. inclusive. Because neighboring nodes share a boundary row. each node
propagates the latest updates to its neighbors. The program is not symmetric, be
cause the first and last nodes have only one neighbor. Consequently, all nodes but
the first send a row to the neighbor above and all but the last receive a row from
below. (A similar pattern exists for sending rows down.) The comparable shared
variable program does not have to transfer data explicitly: therefore, it consists of
only the fa loop nested in the do loop.
Even though Jacobi iteration is not a difficult application, the code in Figure 3.2
illustrates several of the major difficulties encountered in explicit message passing
programs. First, it is necessary to determine the data that need to be sent. Jacobi
iteration is a regular program, in which the data sharing is fixed and relatively
easj' to determine; however, this code is problematic. For example, a node sends
f irstRow to the node above, which receives it as lastRow+1.' The second difficulty
is that the program must match each send statement with the appropriate receive
^This is because lastRow+1 on node

i is tiie same as f irstRow on node i + 1.
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statement. A mismatch will result in an incorrect program or in deadlock. The last
difficulty is that the program is asymmetric, the extreme nodes (top and bottom)
exchange fewer messages, which must explicitly be programmed.
Furthermore, the program does not reduce the maixdiff value, which is a nontrivial operation. Also each node blocks at the beginning of each iteration waiting
for messages from its neighbors. Although overlap can be explicitly programmed, it
would further complicate the program.
The advantages of using implicit over explicit communication are similar to those
of using implicit over explicit memory management. For example. Lisp programs are
simpler than C programs because the run-time system correctly manages memory.
The resulting benefits are less code and no errors due to memory (mis)management.
Because these errors can be subtle and non-deterministic, they usually are very dif
ficult to debug. In the same way. a shared variable program is simpler than an
explicit message passing program: The run-time system correctly manages com
munication between the nodes, and communication errors (in an explicit message
passing program) can be subtle and non-deterministic. The overhead of implicit
communication usually is small and well worth the advantages: however, the over
head of implicit memory management in Lisp (and like languages) is too great for
most systems programs.
A distributed shared memory system (DSM) provides logically shared memory
on a multicomputer. Accessing a non-local page, which is on a different node, causes
a hardware page fault that traps to the operating system. The DSM handles the
trap and sends a message requesting the page. When the remote node returns the
page, the local (faulting) node maps the page into memory and restarts the faulting
instruction. A DSM is similar to traditional virtual memory; however, instead of
getting pages from disk, a DSM gets pages from other nodes through the network.
.A shared variable program (by means of the DSM) always communicates cor
rectly and is portable between multiprocessors and multicomputers. However, a
DSM has two forms of overhead: (1) the cost of servicing page faults and messages
and (2) the potentially large latency of remote references. In summary, shared vari-
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Figure 3.3: Private and siiared memory in Cable.
able programming requires less programmer effort than explicit message passing,
but there is a cost. The challenge is to minimize the overhead while retaining the
advantages of implicit communication.

3.2

Shared Memory in Cable

Cable divides the address space of each node into both shared and private sections
(Figure 3.3). Shared user data (matrices, linked lists, etc.) are stored in the shared
section, while local user data (program code, loop variables, etc.) and all system
data structures (queues, page tables, etc.) are stored in the private section. This
scheme reduces the amount of data that must be shared. Moreover, some data, such
as the call frame, is not shared—so it belongs in the private memory. A DSM is
more efficient when nodes use private memory correctly.
Every node designates a fixed-size section of the address space as the shared
section. Cable requires homogeneous memory between the nodes. Furthermore,
each node allocates a uniform-sized shared section at the same address. Because it
is in the same location on all nodes, pointers into the shared space have the same
meaning on all nodes. Because the byte orders are the same on all nodes, data can
be used directly.
Cable supports PCPs that employ distributed page management because this is
significantly more efficient than using a centralized page manager, as discussed in
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Figure 3.4: Allocating a distributed array in Cable.
[38]. In particular, each DSM page is owned by a node. The owner of a page services
all page requests and maintains the state of the page. Page ownership migrates to
a node that is updating the page. When a single node exclusively accesses a page,
it owns it. Moreover, a node will not own a page it does not access. In this way.
the overhead of managing the pages is minimized and shared among the nodes.
In a data structure such as an array, there are two distinct types of data that have
very different access patterns: the meta data (the pointers and such that describe
the data structure) and the data elements themselves. In a static data structure,
the meta data is written once and read by all. In contrast, the data elements are
often modified many times during the program. Additionally, the data elements
may not be shared in the same way: some may not be shared, others may be shared
by a few nodes, and still others may be shared by all nodes.^
Naively placing data elements and meta data on the same page can lead to
inefficiency, because writing to a data element interferes with other nodes that need
"In a dynamic data structure, such as a linked-list, the meta data access pattern is similar to
that of the data elements.

to read the meta data, which will cause false sharing. The interference can be
considerable; however, meta data and data elements can be placed on different pages
in order to eliminate interference. Meta data can be placed in shared memory (on
pages distinct from those used for the data) or it can be replicated in the private
memory of each node. Filaments programs use the latter approach because it is
more efficient, as explained below.
In Filaments programs each node participates in the creation of a shared data
structure.

First, it creates the meta data in private memory. Then it sets the

pointers in the data structure to point to the same memory locations as the other
nodes.
If necessary, the data elements are initialized. This can be done by a single node
or combination of nodes. Unlike meta data, however, each element is only initialized
(in Filaments) by one node.
Figure 3.4 shows how a two-dimensional array is created in Filaments programs.
The meta data, which consists of the base pointer to the array (a) and four top-level
pointers, are allocated in the private section of each node. Each top-level pointer
points to a row of the array in the shared section. The data elements are allocated
in shared memory maintained by the DSM. Therefore, the data elements may not
be replicated on all nodes, as indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 3.4.
Placing the meta data in private memory has several advantages over placing
it in shared memorj'. First, all nodes create the meta data, so it is immediately
available. Whereas, if one node creates the data object in shared memory, all other
nodes must page fault and request the meta data pages. Second, because shared
memory is maintained on a page basis, the meta data must e.xplicitly be placed
on pages rather than allocated from heap memory. This is more complicated and
results in fragmentation of the memory.
Filaments provides a library routine, dAllocate, which simplifies creating shared
data objects. It creates the meta data in private memory as described above. For
example, the following invocation allocates the 4x4 array shown in Figure 3.4:
a = (double **)dAllocate(sizeof(double), 2, 4, 4)
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Figure 3.5: Page fault handling in a DSM.
The first argument is the size of the base type, in this case it is a double. The
remaining arguments describe the shape of the array; in this case 2 dimensions, of
size 4.

3.3

Implicit Communication

With a DSM nodes communicate implicitly using shared variables rather than explic
itly using message passing. We illustrate implicit communication with an example
that uses the wrile-invalidate protocol [38]. It is a multiple-reader, single-writer pro
tocol that provides a strong memory model called sequential consistency, in which
memory updates must be made visible to all other nodes immediately [36].

In

write-invalidate (WI) there can be multiple read-only copies or one writable copy of
a page. The page remains consistent because updates occur only when a node has

the only copy of the page. Additionally, write-invalidate is the canonical PCP as
well as the simplest to understajid.
Figure 3.5 shows a remote page fault in a typical DSM. Initially, node B is the
owner and has an exclusive read-write copy of the page containing the variables
X and y. Node A generates a page fault when it reads x. and subsequently sends
a page request message to node B. Because it is a read request, node B changes
the permission on its copy of the page to read-only and sends a copy of the page
in the reply. Node A copies the page into local memory and resumes the stalled
instruction, which will now succeed. In the final state, both nodes have a read-only
copy of the page.
A slightly different sequence occurs when node A writes to x. Because VVI is
a single-writer protocol, node B invalidates its copy of the page before sending the
exclusive writable copy (and the ownership) of the page. In the final state, node A
has a read-write copy of the page and node B does not have a valid copy.
-A. third scenario occurs when there are several nodes with read-only copies of
the page. When node .A. makes a request for a read-write copy of the page, node B
again invalidates its copy. However, it also invalidates the other read-only copies of
the page, so that node A will have the exclusive copy of the page.

Anatomy of a DSM Page Fault
The Cable DSM is event-driven by two events: page fault and message pending. The
page fault event occurs when a node accesses a page with invalidate permissions,
such as node A in the above examples. The message pending event occurs when a
message arrives at the node.
Cable services non-local (distributed shared memory) pages faults only. The
operating system services local (virtual memory) page faults for both the shared
and private sections. When a program accesses a shared page for which there is no
local copy, a segmentation violation signal (SIGSEGV) is generated, which is trapped
by Cable. During the interrupt, Cable services the page fault—usually requesting
the page from a remote node.
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The general sequence of a DSM page fault consists of four steps, as shown in
Figure 3.5:
1. page fault,
2. page request,
3. page transfer, and
4. page receipt.
Cable generates a remote page fault by manipulating the access permission of the
page. There are three different permissions; read-write, read-only, and none (neither
read nor write permission). A node may have a copy of a local page with either
read-only or read-write permissions, depending on the state of the page and the
particular page-consistency protocol. When there is no local copy of a DSM page
present on a node, the permission for that page is set to none.
Cable supports pages of different sizes. However, it uses the mprotect system call
to change permissions of fi.\ed-size operating system (OS) pages. When transferring
a page smaller than an OS page. Cable sends only that many bytes; the remaining
bytes on the OS page are not used. For large DSM pages. Cable groups OS pages
together so that a request for any page in the group is a request for all of them.
•Allowing pages to be different sizes is efficient. Cable sends and receives smaller
messages when the DSM page is smaller that the OS page. Additionally, the program
can have fewer page faults when the pages are grouped together.
The page fault generates an interrupt that is serviced by the page fault handler.
Because the consistency of each page can be maintained by a different PCP. the
Cable page fault handler invokes the handler for the appropriate PCP. Although
the specific action taken during page fault depends on the PCP, the handler usually
sends a page request message to the owner of the page.
When a page request message arrives at the owner, it is passed to the PCPspecific page request message handler. .Again, the specific actions taken are protocoldependent; however, the handler usually returns the page data in a page request reply
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message. In Figure 3.5, node B (the owner) sends a reply and changes the access
permission on its copy of the page from read-write to read-only. Then it transfers
the page data to the originator of the page request message, node A.
In the WI protocol, the ownership of a page migrates with the exclusive writable
copy of a page; therefore, ownership may change during execution. The ownership
table is distributed across all the nodes. Furthermore, it is updated lazily: Only
those nodes that are currently sharing the page update their ownership table. Con
sequently, a node's probable owner field may be out-of-date: therefore, it may send a
request message to a node that no longer owns the page. In this case, the receiving
node forwards the request according to its probable owner field. The request could
be forwarded multiple times, but it will eventually arrive at the owner because each
node in the chain is a subsequent owner. Eventually, the request catches up to the
current owner, because there cannot be a cycle that does not contain the owner.
When a page request reply message arrives at the faulting node, it is passed to
the PCP-specific reply handler. This handler copies the page into local memory
and resumes the faulting thread that was suspended in the interrupt handler since
issuing the page request. When the faulting thread is resumed, the interrupt handler
returns from interrupt and the instruction that caused the page fault is re-issued.

3.4

Overlapping Communication and Computation

Multithreading allows Cable to overlap communication and computation in order
to mitigate the latency of remote page faults. On a multiprocessor this latency
is very small. However, on a DM machine the latency for servicing a remote page
fault is large because servicing a fault requires messages. By using multithreading, a
ready thread can execute while another thread is blocked waiting for a remote page
fault to be serviced. Thus, progress can be made while the page fault is outstand
ing. Fine-grain parallelism enables overlapping because of the tremendous amount
of parallelism available: When one filament

faults, there are literally hundreds or

thousands of other filaments that could execute.
Cable provides overlap by multithreading server threads, .\fter a remote page
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request is made, the faulting server thread is suspended and a ready server thread
is scheduled for execution. When the page arrives at the node, the server thread
that faulted (and any others that have also faulted on this page) is rescheduled.
Cable provides mechanisms to suspend and resume threads, including the queues
for holding read}', idle, and suspended threads. However, the PCP must provide
overlap during the page fault and message handlers.
Filaments uses a simple scheduler because it has less overhead and there is no
need for fairness or priority scheduling among filaments. Each filament is indepen
dent and the program does not finish until all filaments are executed, so there is
no reason to prefer any filament over another. Hence, no executing server thread is
pre-empted in favor of another server thread.
.After making the page request and suspending the server thread (and conse
quently the faulting filament),

the system executes a new filament.

In order to

overlap communication and computation, the new filament must not fault. If in
stead the new filament faults on another page, then the system is only overlapping
communication and communication. Even worse, if the new filament faults on a page
that has already been requested, the system is only overlapping communication and
page faults.
"Full overlap" occurs when all communication is overlapped with computation.
In order to achieve it, there must sufficient local work that does not cause a remote
fault. Therefore, the system can achieve full overlap only if the local work is greater
than the latency.
To achieve full overlap. Filaments schedules filaments

by data access pattern.

Instead of scheduling individual filaments, it schedules pools (which are a collection
of filaments that have similar data access patterns). When a filament faults on a
remote page, the entire pool of filaments

is suspended. The system resumes the

entire pool when the fault is satisfied.
Suppose in a program some filaments access only data that is local, while other
filaments access data that is remote (and possibly local, too). Further suppose that
all remote references are to the same page. The program places all filaments

that
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perform only local work in the pool C and all filaments that access the remote page
in a sccond pool, 7^. When a filament in 7v accesses the remote page, il will fault.
The fault handler requests the remote page and suspends the current server thread,
hence deferring execution of all other filaments in pool H. Cable then schedules one
of the ready threads. In this simple example, the only other server thread is the one
assigned to pool C. Assuming the local work is greater than the latency, the node
receives a copy of the remote page before all filaments in C have finished executing.
Therefore, when the server thread finishes executing C. it yields to the next ready
thread, which is the one executing "R. Thus, the faulting filament and the remaining
filaments on TZ are resumed. Because the program wcis never blocked waiting for a
message, full overlap of communication and computation was achieved.
Overlap is achieved by executing the local work after the remote page has been
requested. If pool C is e.xecuted before pool 7^. there will be no overlap because
there is no local computation to e.xecute. We take advantage of the fact that the
data access pattern of a filament generally remains the same between iterations
to implement an efficient stack-based scheduling algorithm that increases the like
lihood of overlap in iterative computations. Threads executing pools containing
only filaments that do not fault will finish before those which have filaments that
do fault. For iterative scientific applications the data access patterns of filaments
usually remain the same between iterations. Therefore, when a thread finishes, the
system pushes it (and the pool it is executing) onto a LIFO (last-in. first-out) stack.
Because threads are popped off the stack for execution, they are executed in re
verse order of finish. Consequently, the pools that faulted on the previous iteration
are executed first on this iteration. In this way the system implicitly schedules for
maximal overlap.

3.5

Packet Communications Library

A DSM requires reliable communication, ideally with low overhead. On a Unix
system there are two communication choices: TCP and UDP. TCP is reliable, but
it does not scale with the number of nodes; UDP is scalable, but it is not reliable.
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Figure 3.6: Possible scenarios in Packet.
UDP is also slightly faster than TCP, and it supports message broadcast. Therefore
we use UDP and an efficient reliability protocol to create Packet, a low overhead
reliable datagram communication package for a cluster of workstations.
Packet assumes the network is highly reliable and optimizes for the common case,
which is successful delivery of a message. Therefore, it uses a coarse-grain timer and
simple recovery and congestion control mechanisms. In an unreliable network, where
a lost packet is a likely event, a different reliability mechanism—such as the one in
TCP—might perform better than Packet. However, in a highly reliable network.
Packet provides reliability with essentially no overhead.
In Packet there are two types of messages: request and reply. Communication
always occurs in pairs: first a request and then the associated reply. When either
the request or reply is lost or delayed, the request is retransmitted. Only request
messages are buffered and not necessarily all of the message. In most cases only 20
bytes are buffered, so buffering uses very little time and space.
Figure 3.6 shows the four possible scenarios that arise. Figure 3.6 (a) is the
common case where both messages are delivered. When the reply is received, the
requester marks the original request so that it is not retransmitted at the time out.
Figure 3.6 (b) shows the request message being lost then retransmitted at the time
out. Figure 3.6 (c) shows the reply message being lost. The requester retransmits
the request at the time out. Finally, Figure 3.6 (d) shows the reply being delayed,
but not lost.

Both the requester and the replier can receive the same message
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multiple times. The requester ignores redundant replies. The replier can usually
jusL reconstruct the reply message. However, some message cxchangcs modify state:
in which case, the replier must ensure that the request is only "received" once.
With Packet we avoid the expense of buffering DSM page data that is sent in
page request reply messages. If it must be retransmitted, the current contents of the
DSM page are used. The page data in the retransmitted message could be different
from that in the original reply message, so Packet waits at synchronization points
(i.e., reductions) for all request messages to be acknowledged. In a program without
race conditions, this scheme provides cache consistency, a relatively strong memory
consistency model, which is further explained in the next chapter.
Packet uses interrupt-driven, asynchronous communication. When a message
arrives at a node, it generates an 10 pending signal (SIGIO) that is trapped by the
message pending interrupt handler. The handler reads the message header, which
contains information that identifies the message type, sending node, length, etc.
There is a user-defined message handler registered for every message type. The
message pending handler invokes the user-defined message handler, which finishes
the processing of the message. For example. Cable registers user-defined message
handlers for the page request and page request reply messages. When Packet pro
cesses either of these message types, it invokes the appropriate handler.
Packet provides scatter/gather to eliminate extra copying of page data. The
message handler in Cable gathers the page data out of memory when sending a page
request reply message. First, it creates the message header in automatic storage.
Then, it calls the send routine, specifying two fragments to be sent: the message
header and the page data. Similarly, the data is scattered when received. Thus,
one copy is eliminated on both the sending and the receiving of page request reply
messages.
Packet provides reliability by retransmitting a request message until it receives
a reply. Because the network is highly-reliable, the reliability mechanism in Packet
optimizes for successful message delivery. .'Mthough it does not detect a lost message
very quickly, there is almost no overhead in the expected case. The efficiency of
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Packet comes about because it has little buffering and rarely retransmits messages.
Packet stores the header of each request message (and some other critical infor
mation) in a list of outstanding requests. When Packet receives a reply message,
it removes the corresponding request. Periodically, a coarse-grain timer e.xpires.
which causes an alarm signal to be generated. The alarm handler scans the list of
outstanding request messages looking for overdue replies. It retransmits the request
if the reply is overdue. The system blocks at the next synchronization point until
all requests have been acknowledged; therefore, the length of the list is at most the
number of messages sent between synchronization points.
Packet buffers only the message header of a request message. However, some
request messages send additional data. In these cases. Packet also stores pointers
to the other fragments of the message. If the message is retransmitted, the system
uses the fragment pointers to reconstruct the message. Therefore, when sending a
request message with multiple fragments, the user must ensure that each fragment
pointer will be valid until the reply is received. The user can register an upcall
with Packet that will be invoked when the reply is received. It can free up fragment
data after the reply has been received. Similarly, because reply messages are not
buffered, the data in the reply must be valid in case the reply is retransmitted.
Because request messages are retransmitted until acknowledged, we can imple
ment a very efficient mutual exclusion mechanism. When a server thread is in a
critical section, all messages that may cause critical data (i.e., thread queues) to be
modified are ignored—they will be retransmitted when the requester times out. The
entry and exit protocols for a critical section are simply a single assignment state
ment; therefore, many, very small critical sections can be used efficiently. An ignored
message is not retransmitted until the next time out; however, our experience shows
that an ignored message is so rare that it essentially never occurs.

3.6

Related Work and Summary

Many design decisions affect a DSM, such as the consistency model, the granularityof the consistency' unit, and the amount of hardware support. Consequently, there
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are numerous DSM systems, each with it own relative merits.
IVY, the first DSM, is primarily an extension of virtual memory between nodes
in a multicomputer [38]. As such, it provides strong, page-based consistency using
the write-invalidate protocol. It only replicates read-only pages.
The Mirage system is a page-based DSM that also provides strong consistency
[24]. Mirage uses the time-window coherence protocol to throttle thrashing that
is caused when multiple nodes concurrently access the same page. It keeps pages
resident on nodes for some minimum amount of time, ensuring that nodes accomplish
some work before the page is transferred.
Clouds [18] and Orca [5] both provide an object-baised distributed shared mem
ory. Because they manage data in user-level abstractions rather than OS pages,
opportunities for optimizations are available. For example, the system could send
all of the object, which might span multiple OS pages, to a node when it accesses
any part of the page. In this case, it would avoid subsequent page faults.
DASH is a hardware distributed shared memory [37]. This system provides
release-consistency. a weak memory model, that allows multiple concurrent writers
to a page [26]. The memory is allowed to become inconsistent for a while; consis
tency is regained when the memory is relezLsed at the end of a critical section. The
advantage of release consistency is that it will result in an implementation with lower
overhead and less latency than a sequential consistency implementation. The dis
advantage is that the programmer or the compiler must identify dl synchronization
accesses.
The Munin system hzis multiple consistency protocols [13]. The programmer
annotates the shared variables in the program with their access patterns. Munin
uses the annotation to select a protocol that will best maintain the consistency of
each shared variable. Additionally, Munin introduces the write-shared consistency
protocol, which is a multiple-reader, multiple-writer protocol, that provides release
consistency. For variables that are maintained by this protocol, programmers e.xplicitly insert acquire (and release) calls before (and after) accessing write-shared
variables. These operations regain the consistency of the data after it has been
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modified by multiple nodes. Logically, they acquire a consistent copy of the page
and then release the local changes to all other nodes.
Midway provides entry-consistency, another weak consistency model that is sim
ilar to release-consistency [7]. However, in general Midway requires fewer messages
to maintain consistency. Additionally, instead of using virtual memory faults, it
detects accesses to shared memory in software [55]. The overhead of page fault
ing is exchanged for the overhead of software detection of shared memory accesses.
Furthermore, the consistency unit is determined by software not the hardware or
operating system. Therefore. Midway uses small-grain consistency units, on the
order of a cache word, to reduce the likelihood that nodes will interfere with each
other, and hence to reduce thrashing.
The Tempest DSM also uses software detection to provide a small-grain consis
tency unit. However, it provides sequential consistency by using the write-invalidate
protocol [50].
Split-C supports explicit overlap of communication and computation [16]. The
language allows the programmer to overlap communication and computation. Be
cause there is a delay (latency) between when the request for remote data is made
and when the reply is received, the request should be made before it is needed. So
overlapping consists of prefetching all remote data. The challenge is to place the
prefetch sufficiently far enough in advance so that the reference occurs after the
reply is received: the time between a request and the first reference must be greater
than the latency. However, the prefetch only can precede the access by a limited
amount, which depends on the program. In contrast, Filaments implicitly overlaps
communication with any local computation. This difference is the result of the fun
damentally different way in which the overlap of communication and computation
is achieved in the two systems. The Filaments approach is more general (works on
more problems) and simpler (requires no source code modifications).
Packet is similar to the VMTP protocol [14], which also does not buffer re
ply messages and retransmits request messages only when necessary.

However.

VMTP uses a synchronous send/receive/reply, whereas Packet uses an asynchronous
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send/receive/reply. Therefore, Filaments can switch to another thread after sending
a request, which overlaps communication and computation.
In summary, Cable is the first multi-threaded DSM. This allows it to take ad
vantage of the fine-grain parallelism available in Filciments. Like other DSMs. it
provides implicit communication by means of shared variables. However, because
of multi-threading, communication and computation can be overlapped.

Lastly.

Packet provides scalable datagram communication on a cluster of workstations. It
uses minimal buffering and a low overhead reliability mechanism, which results is
very efficient implementation.

CHAPTER 4
The Writer-Owns Page Consistency Protocol

A distributed shared memory is responsible for transferring data between nodes
and for maintaining consistent memory. However, because data travel on the inter
connection network, there can be considerable delays in accessing non-local data.
Therefore, modern DSM systems employ various techniques to reduce this latency,
such as replicating local copies of data on many nodes. However, replicating data
may result in false sharing, which in turn may cause threishing.
False sharing occurs when two or more nodes access distinct data elements in
the same unit of consistency (i.e., a DSM page) and at least one of them writes.
Thrashing caused by false sharing can be controlled in several ways; the primary
solutions are to reduce, avoid, or tolerate false sharing. First, a DSM can reduce
false sharing by using a small unit of consistency. .Although thrashing may still
occur, it is much less likely [7. 49]. Second, a program can avoid false sharing
by correctly placing data elements. This avoids thrashing but requires e.\tensi\e
static analysis [32]. Lastly, a DSM can tolerate false sharing by employing a weak
memory consistency model in which there are multiple writers and hence the memory
becomes inconsistent [26]. Eventually, memory must be made consistent, however,
and this can be costly.
This chapter discusses a new memory consistency protocol, writer-owns, that at
run time detects false sharing and then eliminates it. When false sharing is first
detected, writer-owns tolerates it. At the next point at which the memory is made
consistent, the system remaps the offending data to unused memory belonging to the
writing node. This protocol has been implemented in the Filaments package, and
has very little overhead: programs using writer-owns are competitive with programs
that avoid false sharing, and are better than ones that tolerate it.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describes false
sharing in a DSM. Section 4.2 gives the details of the writer-owns protocol and
compares it to a protocol that avoids false sharing (write-invalidate) and one that
tolerates it (write-shared). Section 4.-3 presents an implementation of writer-owns.
Section 4.4 discusses related issues and Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.

4.1

False Sharing in a Distributed Shared Memory

The following example illustrates thrashing caused by false sharing in a DSM. V\'e
assume that the consistency unit is a page, data elements x and y are on the same
page, there are two nodes A and B. and that A and B execute the following:
Node A:

for (...)

Node B;

for (...)

X = ...

y = •••

In this example, there is false sharing because A and B update distinct locations
on the same page. If there is only one copy of the page, there will be thrashing as
the page bounces back and forth between the nodes.
Write-invalidate is a single-writer, multiple-reader protocol [38] that illustrates
the issues involved. It provides sequential consistency in which memory updates
must be made visible to all other nodes immediately [36]. Write-invalidate (W'l)
is the canonical protocol and is the simplest to understand: consequently, it is the
model programmers expect. In WI there can be multiple read-only copies or one
writable copy of a page. The page remains consistent because updates occur only
when a node exclusively owns the writable copy of the page.
Figure 4.1 shows how WI leads to thrashing in the above example. Initially. B
has the single writable copy of the page. Node B is able to update y; however, when
A attempts to update x, it must request the exclusive copy from B. which invalidates
its local copy of the page before transferring it to A. Later, when B attempts to
update y. it must request the single writable copy of the page from .\. Since A and
B are continuously updating x and y, the page will thrash.'
'Thrashing also occurs even if A. is only reading location x. Instead of transferring the page.
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write X
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write y
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(write X blocks)
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(5) Page fault & request
(6) Service request
(7) Page reply

None
(write X blocks)

RdWr
(write y succeeds)

(8) Page fault & request

Figure 4.1: Thrashing example using write-invalidate.
There are three methods for controlling thrashing caused by false sharing. The
first uses a small unit of consistency in order to reduce the likelihood of false sharing.
In the above example, choosing a smaller unit of consistency such that x and y are
in distinct units will eliminate false sharing (and hence eliminate thrashing). The
size of the unit of consistency must be chosen carefully, however. If it is too large,
there will be false sharing; if it is too small there will be extra overhead. Therefore,
this method requires static analysis in order simultaneously to avoid false sharing
and minimize overhead.
node B sends a read-only copy to .k and makes its local copy read-only. When B wants to update
y, it sends an "invalidate" message to A before making its copy writable. The ne.xt time .A reads
X. it will re-request the page from B.
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Padding

Page Boundaries

Smp Boundaries

(a) Packed

(b) Padded

Figure 4.2: Padding a data object into four equal-sized strips.
The second method places data statically in order to avoid false sharing. In
particular, the program must place data so that each node has exclusive access to
the pages it updates between synchronization points. We refer to this placing of
data as padding. Consider a 2-dimensional array that will be updated in parallel by
A' nodes. The simplest way to pad the array is to partition it (and the tasks) into A'
strips, and assign one to each node (this is block distribution). Instead of laying the
array out contiguously in memory, there is a break between the strips, so that each
strip resides on a distinct set of pages. Figure 4.2 shows how data could be padded
when a data object is partitioned into four strips. Each strip is three-quarters of a
page: therefore, the object spans three pages when packed and four when padded.
.Avoiding false sharing in this manner can require extensive static analysis [32].
The third method employs a weak memory model in order to tolerate false shar
ing. One such example is the release consistent memory provided by the write-shared
(WS) protocol [13]. It is a multiple-writer protocol, where each writer records its
updates to a page locally; later, these changes are merged into a consistent copy
of the page. When the node first acquires a page that has multiple writers, the
permission is set to read-only. The first update of the page generates a fault, at
which time the page is "cloned" and made writable. All subsequent updates to the
page succeed without delay. When the page is released, the clone is compared to the
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(6) Merge diff lists

Figure 4.3: Thrashing e.xample using write-shared.
current page: all differences are stored in a "difF-list" and propagated to the other
nodes sharing the page. Because all nodes have cloned the last consistent copy of
the page, all diff-lists reflect changes to the sajne copy. .A.fter merging the diff-lists.
each node will now have the same, consistent image of the page in memory.
Figure 4.3 shows false sharing in WS. The example begins with the same initial
state as the WI example: node B exclusively owns the page. When node A requests
the page, B returns a writable copy of the page. Node A immediately creates a clone
because it is updating the page. Node B also creates a clone so that it can update
the page. .A.t this point both nodes have a writable copy of the page. If either node
updates its copy of the page, the page is inconsistent. At the next consistency point.
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each node creates a diff list for every cloned page and exchanges them with the other
nodes.
The write-shared protocol has two significant drawbacks. First, false sharing is
not eliminated; therefore, in iterative problems WS incurs the overhead of tolerating
false sharing every iteration. Second, the number of messages required grows as the
square of the number of nodes accessing a shared page because every node requires
all the diff-lists.

4.2 The Writer-Owns Protocol
Writer-owns (WO) dynamically detects false sharing and then eliminates it by mi
grating data. In iterative computations, where the data is accessed similarly every
iteration, eliminating false sharing can have tremendous benefits—not only is it
eliminated, but the cost of eliminating it can be amortized over the subsequent
iterations. Moreover, WO imposes very little overhead, so it is efficient even in
non-iterative computations.
The writer-owns protocol heis six steps:
1. detect false sharing.
2. tolerate false sharing until the next consistency point.
3. create the migration list of (falsely) shared pages.
4. migrate any data causing false sharing,
5. disseminate migration information to all nodes, and
6. remap user data structures to reflect the migration.
The first two steps occur for each falsely-shared page; the last four are performed
by every node at the next memory consistency point. Each node determines which
locations have been updated for each shared page in order to create a migration list.
which is a list of the migrating data. Using the migration list, each node migrates
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the data it has updated to pages it owns. Then, migration information is collected
and disseminated to all nodes so that the nodes can remap user data structures.
Data migrate to new locations in order to eliminate false sharing. An atom is
the smallest unit of data that can migrate, the size and details of which depend on
the implementation. However, an atom must able to be remapped and migrated.
Occurrences of false sharing are detected and tolerated while servicing DSM
page requests. If a node receives a request for a page that it is updating, there is
false sharing. .At this point it changes permission to allow the update to proceed:
however, the local updates must be recorded. Cloning is a simple and efficient
method of recording local updates: therefore, each node that is updating a shared
page clones the current (consistent) copy of the page before updating it. Later, the
node determines the updates that were made by comparing the page to the clone.
Instances of false sharing that were discovered are eliminated at the next con
sistency point. After arriving at this point, the node determines what atoms were
updated by comparing the cloned, consistent copy of the page to the current up
dated page. This operation is very similar to what is done in WS: however, because
the updates are migrated and not merged, the migration list of WO is much smaller
than the diff-list of WS. A migration list has an entry for each atom that has been
updated, whereas a diff-list contains an entry for each location that was updated. A
migration list cannot have more elements than a corresponding diff-list: in general,
it will have many fewer.
Next, WO migrates data onto new pages in order to eliminate false sharing. .All
atoms that were updated are moved to pages that are owned by the writer of the
data. In order to eliminate false sharing, each atom must only have a single writer.
Otherwise, two nodes would try to migrate the same atom to different pages.
The fifth step is to collect migration lists from all nodes, merge them into a single
list, and disseminate this list to all nodes. During this step WO discovers if an atom
hcis more than one writer. .A.n atom cannot be migrated to both writers. However,
there are two reasonable actions that can be taken. First, the system could abort,
alerting the user to the problem. The expectation is that the programmer would
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then re-write the program. Second, the system could attempt to merge the changes
in a way similar to that taicen in the write-shared system described above.
In the Icist step, each node remaps user data structures so that the program will
access the data in the new locations. The specifics of this operation depend on how
the atom is implemented.
In WO, false-sharing causes a sequence of events that is very similar to that
shown for WS in Figure 4.3. The difference is the actions at the consistency point.
In WS, each node merges the diff-lists from others nodes and applies the changes to
its copy of the page. In WO. one node merges migration lists and disseminates it
to the other nodes, which then migrate data and remap data structures.

4.3

An Implementation of Writer-Owns

The writer-owns protocol exists as a user-defined PCP in Cable. This section de
scribes the implementation. It focuses on the critical design decisions.
The implementation of the atom has the most wide-ranging effects. .A.n atom has
at least one level of indirection (implemented by a pointer), so that remapping the
atom only requires changing the value of the pointer. For example, a 2-dimensional
array is implemented as an array of pointers to arrays of elements. To remap, we
execute a statement similar to the following:
aCi] = new;
This remaps the ith atom (row) in the user data structure a so that it points to
the location (new) into which the original contents have migrated. Following the
migration, array data will not be contiguous in memory.
Detecting and tolerating false sharing is straightforward in our implementation.
Detection occurs when a page request is made. If the request is for a page that has
been updated, there is false sharing. In order to tolerate it, WO makes a clone of the
page. Then the page is made writable, which allows multiple writers. There are two
choices for cloning the page: clone it as soon as sharing is detected (eager) or clone
it later when the page is first updated (lazy). Our implementation uses lazy cloning.
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After sending a copy of the shared page to the remote node, the permissions on the
local copy of the page are set to read-only. If the node tries to update a location on
that page, it will generate a page fault; at this point the clone is made. If there is a
subsequent update of the page, then lazy cloning requires an extra page fault over
eager cloning. However, if all updates have already been applied, then eager cloning
will compare identical pages when creating the migration list and lazy will not.
In order for WO to remap user data structures and create the migration list,
the programmer must use the allocation routines provided by WO. These routines
maintain a database of all user data objects; the databzise contains the location of
the base pointer and information about the structure (including sizes) of each object.
Using the database, W'O can follow the base pointer to any atom pointer, and hence
remap the atom. Similarly, WO uses the atom pointer and size information from
the database to determine the extent of an atom.
The WO system creates the migration list by comparing the clone to the current
copy of the page. For every difference between the two, W'O inserts an entry into
the migration list to identify the atom that

wcls

modified. Thus, the migration list

contains an entry for every atom that was modified by this node since the last con
sistency point. Once an atom is inserted into the migration list. WO skips forward
in memory to the beginning of the next atom; therefore, creating the migration list
is most expensive when the current page and the clone are identical because then
every location on the page must be checked.
After the migration list is constructed, all the atoms in it are migrated to unused,
locally owned pages. Our current implementation moves each atom onto its own
exclusive page (or set of pages). .Although this can waste space, it reduces the chance
of further false sharing. An alternative is to conserve space by packing atoms next
to each other on the new pages.
An entry in the migration list has three fields:
obj

atom

loc

The first field, obj. identifies the user object and the second field, atom, identifies
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Figure 4.4: Migrating and remapping in a two-dimensional array.
the atom within it. These fields are set when the entry is initially created. The
third field, loc, identifies the new location to which the atom has migrated.
Figure 4.4 shows the effect of migrating and remapping a two-dimensional array,
in which the rows are the atoms. The migration list consists of two elements; the
first maps atom 3 of object 0 to page 11, the second atom 5 of object 0 to page
10. The effect of the migration is that two atoms (rows) migrate to new pages.
Additionally, the top-level pointers are remapped to reflect this migration.
In our implementation, the consistency points are barriers. WO piggybacks
both the local migration lists and the complete migration list on the barrier mes
sages. Therefore, the migration information is transferred without any additional
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messages. The barrier messages become longer, but only when there is remapping.
Furthermore, their length depends only on the number of atoms that are remapped,
not on the size of the data or the number of nodes.

4.4 Discussion
The writer-owns protocol is implemented as a user-defined extension of Cable, and
it provides a weakly consistent memory. This section discusses these issues.

4.4.1

Extensibility in Cable

Cable provides extensibility by means of user-defined PCPs. Because it is interrupt
driven, a user-defined PCP consists primarily of interrupt handlers. There are three
interrupt handlers: the page fault, page request message, and page request reply
message handlers..
The page fault handler services remote page faults. Cable invokes this handler
whenever the program accesses a DSM page with the wrong permissions. It must
resolve the problem, often requesting a copy of the page from a remote node: then
it suspends the faulting filament and resumes a ready filament.
The page request message handler services page request messages from remote
nodes. It sends a copy of the page to the remote node and possibly changes the
status of the local copy.
The page request reply message handler reads replies to page request messages. In
general, it reads the page into memory and resumes all filaments that were suspended
waiting for that page.
Cable also provides pre-synch and post-synch upcalls. which a PCP can use
before and after the synchronizations points (which are also consistency points).
For example, the writer-owns PCP creates migration lists and migrates data in the
pre-synch upcall, and it re-maps user data in the post-synch upcall.
Often a user-defined PCP requires protocol-specific messages.

For example,

write-invalidate uses two messages: invalidation and invalidation acknowledgment.
The owner of a page sends an invalidation message in order to invalidate remote

( I

copies of a page. The remote node invalidates the page and acknowledges the mes
sage.
Every PCP in Cable is implemented as a user-defined PCP. These include mi
gratory, write-invalidate, implicit-invalidate, write-shared. and writer-owns PCPs.

4.4.2

Memory Consistency Models

Uniprocessors provide a very strong consistency model called strict consistency, in
which a read returns the value of the most recent write. On a parallel machine, this
requires a global clock so that the term "most recent" is unambiguous. However, a
global clock cannot be implemented in a distributed setting [.35]. Therefore, parallel
programmers have been forced to use less strict models.
There are several memory-consistency models that can be maintained by a DSM,
ranging from strong to weak [44]. Each is a tradeoff between the constraints on the
orders of memory references and the complexity of the model.

A. strong model

emulates uniprocessor execution: The nodes always agree on the value in memory,
and therefore memory is always consistent. In contrast, in a weak model nodes may
temporarily see different values in memory, but at some later point the memory
is made consistent. A strong model is easy to use and understand but has strict
semantics. A weak model is harder to use, but its looser semantics allow greater
flexibility in maintaining consistency. Therefore, strong models have more overhead
and less potential parallelism than weaker models.
Sequential consistency (SC) is a strong memory consistency model that is easily
understood [36]. A memory system is sequentially consistent if the result of any
execution is the same as if all the parallel operations were performed sequentially
by a single machine, and the sequential order preserves the order of the individual
processors. Therefore, in SC all processors must agree on the order of observed
effects.
Cache consistency requires that all processor agree on the order of accesses on
a per-location basis [28]. Hence, each location is sequentially consistent. Cache
consistency (CC) is a strong model that is only slightly weaker than SC. In almost
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all instances CC is the same as SC.
In order to provide SC in write-invaiidate, a node must ensure that all pages are
invalidated before allowing the update to proceed; therefore, it must wait for invali
dation messages to be acknowledged. In CC, the node only needs to ensure that the
page is invalidated before transferring ownership. The Filament WI implementation
(which is CC) does not delay the node when invalidating remote pages.
Release consistency (RC) is a weak model that allows multiple concurrent writers
[26]. It permits a node to delay making its changes visible to other nodes. Accesses
are divided into acquire and release. A node logically receives a consistent copy
of a page on an acquire access. A release access logically makes all local changes
available to the other nodes. The programming model allows non-exclusive acquire
accesses; thus, there can be multiple concurrent writers.
The writer-owns protocol provides weak memory while tolerating false sharing,
so several nodes can be concurrently modifying the data on a page. There is no way
to tolerate false sharing while maintaining strong memory. For pages on which there
is no false sharing, our implementation provides cache consistent memory, because
it is faster than the SC implementation. However, another implementation could
provide stronger consistency.

4.5

Summary

Pages in a DSM are replicated to reduce the latency of remote page references.
However, this leads to false sharing of data. The writer-owns protocol detects and
eliminates false sharing at run time. Our implementation of the protocol migrates
data to new locations in order to eliminate false sharing with minimal overhead.
We have shown that the writer-owns protocol has advantages over other meth
ods that avoid and tolerate false sharing. .A.voiding false sharing while using writeinvalidate requires detecting and eliminating false sharing at compile time. In con
trast. writer-owns detects all false sharing as it occurs; hence, detection is simple
and exact. The write-shared protocol tolerates false sharing, but differences between
pages have to be resolved after every iteration of an iterative application. Conse
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quently, WO requires significantly fewer consistency operations in iterative compu
tations than WS. We show in the next chapter that programs using WO perform as
well as those using write-invalidate and better than those using write-shared.
There are some limitations imposed by the design of our implementation. First,
because there must be a level of indirection to the remappable atom, certain data
structures are not supported.

For example, the individual elements of an array

cannot be remapped. A simple technique to overcome this is to use pointers to the
elements of the array; however, this often causes additional memory overhead. Even
with this limitation, our implementation works for a large number of applications.

CHAPTER 5
Performance

The higher-level abstractions of the Filaments intermediate form have several ad
vantages: however, it is not without a cost. There is inherent overhead in translating
from a user-level abstraction to a concrete machine. In general, the greater the gap
between the abstract and the concrete, the more the cost. The previous chapters
have discussed the advantages of the Filaments package, such as load-balancing and
implicit overlap of communication and computation. This chapter shows that the
Filaments package is indeed efficient.
This chapter evaluates the Filaments package in three ways. First, we examine
the cost of fine-grain parallelism, shared-variable programming model, and barrier
synchronization. Section 5.1 shows the application-independent overheads of the
Filaments run-time system.
Second, we evaluate the aggregate performance of Filaments programs. Sec
tion 5.2 presents the performance of several scientific kernels, which shows that
Filaments programs are efficient and portable. The same Filaments source code
is compiled to run on both shared-memory (SM) and distributed-memory (DM)
machines. The Filaments program is compared to a hand-coded baseline program
written for the specific machine. The bciseline program depends on the kernel; how
ever, it is usually a coarse-grain program with one process per processor (or node).
The portable Filaments program is almost always within 15% of the architecturedependent baseline programs for both machines and often much closer that that.
Third, we evaluate the writer-owns page consistency protocol. Section 5.3 shows
the advantages of dynamically eliminating false sharing. The writer-owns protocol is
compared to write-invalidate and write-shared protocols in four different programs.

SO
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Testing Methodology
All shared-memory programs were run on a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/340 multipro
cessor, which has a 33 MHz clock, 64Kbyte instruction cache, 64Kbyte data cache,
and a 256Kbyte secondary data cache. All distributed-memory programs were run
on a network of Sparc-1 workstations connected by a lOMbs Ethernet. Each work
station has a 25 MHz clock and a 64K mixed instruction and data cache. The cluster
is isolated so that no outside network traffic interferes with executing programs.
Each test was run at least three times, and the reported result is the median. .A.11
programs were compiled with the gcc compiler with the optimization flag on and
were run when no other user was on the machine. In practice we have found test
results to be very consistent—the other UNIX daemon processes do not interfere.

5.1

Application-Independent Overhead

The Filaments abstractions—fine-grain parallelism, shared-variable programming,
and barrier synchronization—are not free. This section examines the cost of pro
viding them.

5.1.1

Cost of Fine-Grain Parallelism

Fine-grain parallelism has two overheads relative to coarse-grain parallelism: cre
ation and execution of tasks. fine-grain

program creates tasks (filaments) dynam

ically, whereas a coarse-grain program statically defines tasks in a programming
construct, such as a loop. Therefore, task creation is a compile-time overhead in
a coarse-grain program. The second overhead of fine-grain

parallelism is context

switching between tasks. In Filaments each filaxnent is a separate thread, albeit
very lightweight, so there is a cost to switch between the context of each filament.
The coarse-grain program must also switch between tasks at run time; however, this
is usually done in a loop or some other well optimized structure. However, unlike
the overhead of creation, context switching overhead is not purely additive.
Table 5.1 compares the cost of creation and execution of filaments.

It shows the

Operation

SGI
Time {fis)
ops!sec

Sun
ops[sec
Time (/xs)

Creation
Filaments
SR Processes

1.35
240

740,000
4,170

2.94
370

339,683
2,700

Context switch
Regular filaments
Inlined filaments
Server Threads
SR Processes

1.26
0.463
n/a
62.3

794,912
2,162,162
n/a
16,050

1.45
0.777
48.8
126

690,544
1,287,738
20,500
7,940

Table 5.1: Overhead of fine-grain parallelism (1-argument filaments).

same costs for SR processes/ which are efficient, conventional light-weight threads.
Table 5.1 shows the cost as the time per operation and as the number of operations
per second. The SGI is a faster machine than the Sun; therefore, its times are lower.
The cost of filaments creation involves allocating and initializing filaments de
scriptors. In one second, we can create 740K (or 340K) 1-argument filaments.^

In

contrast, SR processes creation is two orders of magnitude greater than filaments
creation. This is primarily due to the context size of SR processes, which have
stacks. The creation overhead is easily amortized by the execution of the filaments.
For example, if the individual filaments only execute for an average of 1 millisecond,
the computation to creation ratio is 1000:1.3 (or 1000:2.9).
The context switching times are also shown in Table 5.1. Filaments contextswitching time depends on whether or not filaments

are inlined. Because inlining

eliminates a function call (and return), it improves performance by almost a fac
tor of three. On distributed-memory machines the Filaments package must switch
between server threads. The server thread is specialized for use with filaments:
consequently, context switching server threads is about 2.6 times faster than SR
processes. However, the server thread, which ha5 a stack, has a context switch cost
'SR is a parallel programming language developed at the University of Arizona [4],
"The number of arguments matter when measuring the cost of filaments because there is verylittle overhead of creation and execution.
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Figure 5.1: Cost of creating 2-argument filaments on Sun. Log-log graph.
that is more than 30 times a regular filament.

(There is no time for server threads

on the SGI because there is no context switching between server threads in SF.)
Figure 5.1 shows how filaments

creation overhead grows with the number of

filaments. (The graph uses log scales for both x and y, so a straight line represents
linear growth.) The overhead is linear in the limit, as expected.
Figure 5.2 shows the cost of executing 3-argument filaments.

The filaments are

created in a square 2-dimensional grid, so implicit coarsening uses a 2-D generator.
Although filaments

are very lightweight, the cost of switching between filaments

can be significant. Iniining filaments is between 30% and 60% less costly than not
iniining. The cost of pattern matching must be amortized over subsequent iterations
in order to derive a benefit from implicit coarsening; therefore, for one iteration
implicit coarsening is the slowest.
Figure 5.3 shows the cost of executing the same filaments

for 100 iterations,

which is enough iterations to amortize the cost of pattern matching. The difference
between this figure and Figure 5.2 is that implicit coarsening has shifted below the
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Figure 5.2: Executing 2-D filaments on Sun for 1 iteration. Log-log graph.
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Figure 5.3: Executing 2-D filaments on Sun for 100 iterations. Log-log graph.
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Figure 5.4: Advantage of implicit coarsening on Sun. Log-log graph.

other two curves. Implicit coarsening is 2.5 to 3.3 times faster than inlining and 3.3
to 4.5 times faster than regular filaments.
The previous two figures show the the cost of executing filaments as the number of
filaments increase. Figure 5.4 shows the cost of executing 10,000 filaments (100 x 100)
as the iterations increase. Implicit coarsening is the slowest method on one iteration,
but is the fastest after 4 iterations. Once the initial cost of pattern matching is
amortized, coarsening is about 3 times as fast as inlining and about 4 times as fast
as regular filaments.
Fine-grain parallelism has another "overhead" that cannot be meaisured directly:
Lost optimizations. For example, the Filaments code is generally more complicated
than that of the hand-coded baseline program, so occeisionally, the Filaments pro
gram is too difficult for the compiler to optimize.
Furthermore, the amount of computation per filament affects the cost of finegrain parallelism. For example, in matrix multiplication there are 0{n^) operations
and filaments:

therefore, each filament performs 0{n) operations. Consequently.

S6

Distributed-Memory

Action

Time (/isec)

Send Message
Receive Message
Make Page Request
Service Page Request

41
424
967
1642

Table 5.2: Cost of various Distributed Filaments communication operations.
the overhead of creating and executing filaments is easily amortized. However, in
Jacobi iteration, there are O(n^) operations per iteration and filaments;

therefore,

the work per filament is very small. Thus, the overall cost of fine-grain parallelism
is application-dependent.

5.1.2

Cost of Shared Memory

The critical shared-memory overhead in the Filaments package is DSM paging, which
consists of four components: faulting on the page, and sending, receiving and ser
vicing the resulting message (see Table 5.2). The faulting node incurs the first three
overheads and the owner of the requested page bears the latter. These overheads
are relatively high, making it important to avoid page faults as much as possible.
In SF the memory consistency overhead is cache misses, memory loads, etc. These
costs are very small and cannot be measured directly on the SGI. Moreover, they
are insignificant relative to DSM paging overheads.
In explicit message passing, communication is statically programmed. However,
in implicit message passing, data are transferred implicitly because of a page fault
and a request message. Therefore, the cost of an implicit message is larger by the
cost of a page fault and a request. Figure 5.5 shows the cost of communication as
the size of the message (or page) grows. The absolute overhead of implicit message
passing remains about the same as the size of the message grows.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of explicit and implicit message passing. Semi-log graph.

Shared-Memory
Processors. V

2

4

Barrier
Reduction: Integer
Reduction: Double
SGI library barrier (m_sync)

17.79
40.76
41.33
34.0S

30.66
69.77
71.33
70.S9

Table 5.3: Shared Filaments synchronization overhead (time in /iseconds).

5.1.3

Cost of Synchronization

The reduction synchronization is another Filaments abstraction. Table 5.3 shows
the cost of synchronization in Shared Filaments. The SGI library barrier (m_sync)
is shown as a comparison. The overhead of a barrier is proportional to the number
of processors. Filaments uses a dissemination barrier, as described in Section 2.2.1.
The overhead in the table is the cost of the barrier only: in an actual application it

ss
Distributed-Memory

Nodes, M

2

4

S

Barrier
Reduction: Integer
Reduction: Double

3.907
3.912
3.963

6.334
6.423
6.492

9.922
9.952
9.989

Table 5.4: Distributed Filaments synchronization overhead (time in milliseconds).

is likely that the processors arrive at the barrier at different times, which increases
the time a particular processor is at the barrier. Reductions are a little more than
twice as expensive as single barriers because in a reduction processor zero reduces
the local values between two different barriers. (See Section 2.2.1.) On 4 processors,
the librar}' barrier actually takes longer than the integer reduction.
DF uses a tournament reduction with broadcast dissemination, as described in
Section 2.3.1. (In DF a barrier is implemented as a NULL reduction.) Synchro
nization times are shown in Table 5.4. They are about two orders of magnitude
slower in DF than in SF, due to the large overhead of sending messages. The over
head increcises slightly with the size of the reduction; however, the increase is not
significant.
The cost of a DF barrier also depends on the application. If a barrier is needed
in a coarse-gi-ain program, its cost will be comparable to the DF barrier because it
will also use messages. So there is essentially no additional overhead due to the DF
barrier. However, often a coarse-grain program can synchronize while exchanging
data. In such a case no barrier is needed and the DF barrier is pure overhead.

5.2

Scientific Programming Kernels

For the kernel tests, we compare three programs: a Filaments program, a sequential
program, and a baseline program. The Filaments program is a fine-grain

parallel

program. The sequential program is a uniprocessor program, which contains no
parallel computing overhead. The baseline program depends on the particular test:
however, it is usually a coarse-grain program. The sequential program shows the
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overhead of the Filaments programs and provides the basis for determining parallel
speedup. The baseline program indicates the parallelism that can be achieved for the
kernel. In the distributed-memory tests, the baseline program uses explicit message
passing, which is generally more efficient than the DSM used by the Filaments
programs.
The algorithms and main computational sections of the different programs in
each test are nearly identical. For example, within every test, the basic blocks are
the same for each of the three programs.
The DF programs in this section use either the write-invalidate or implicitinvalidate PCP and staticzilly place data to avoid false-sharing. Implicit-invalidate
is similar to write-invalidate, but it is optimized to eliminate the invalidation mes
sages [25]. In particular, read-only copies of a page are implicitly invalidated at every
synchronization point. Hence a read-only copy of a page has a very short lifetime
and invalidate messages are not needed. Implicit-invalidate works well for regular
problems with a stable sharing pattern, such as Jacobi iteration. When the sharing
pattern is not stable or if read-only pages have a long lifetime, an implicit-invalidate
program will have extra page faults and page requests relative to a write-invalidate
program.
The Filaments programs are the same for the both the shared- and distributedmemory tests: however, there are different bciseline programs for the SM and DM
tests. The coarse-grain SM program uses one process per processor and the DM
program uses one process per node. In general, the DM baseline program is an
explicit message passing version of the SM program.
Table 5.5 summarizes the eight kernels and shows three properties of each: work
load, data sharing, and synchronization. Work load is a characterization of whether
the number of tasks or the amount of work per task can be determined statically
at compile time or whether it has to be determined at run time. Data sharing is a
measure of the e.xtent to which data is shared. Synchronization is a measure of the
amount of interprocess synchronization.
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Kernel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S

Matrix Multiplication
Jacobi Iteration
LU Decomposition
Adaptive Quadrature
Tomcatv
Mandelbrot
Quicksort
Expression Trees

Work Load
Static
Static
Static
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic

Data Sharing
Light
Medium
Heavy
None
Medium
Light
Heavy
Heavy

Synch.
None
Medium
Heavy
Medium
Medium
None
Medium
Medium

1. Only synchronization is termination detection. All shared data is read
only.
2. Edge sharing with neighbors. Compute maximum change between iter
ations.
3. Decreasing woric. Every iteration disseminate values to all.
4. Fork/join parallelism. No data sharing.
•5. Edge sharing with neighbors.
6. Variable amount of work.
7. Fork/join parallelism. Heavily shared input data.
8. Fork/join parallelism: constant work per filament.

Table 5.5: Application kernels and the characteristics.

5.2.1

Matrix Multiplication

This section evaluates matrix multiplication, which was described in Section 2.1.1.
The natural unit of parallelism in matrix multiplication is the inner product. There
fore, the SF program creates

filaments, which compute one inner product and

terminate. The Filaments program uses the iterative filaments kernel; the sequential
code block is set to NULL, so the filaments are only executed once.
The sequential and baseline progreims are very similar. The sequential program
consists of three nested for loops. The SM baseline program creates one process
per processor, which is coarse-grain. Each process computes inner products for a
contiguous block of the result matrix in three nested for loops. The DM baseline
program is an explicit message passing program, which distributes the input data
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Shared-Memory

Processors. V

i

2

4

Shared Filaments Time
Shared Filaments Speedup
Beiseline Time
Baseline Speedup

60.20
0.99
59.38
1.00

31.95
1.86
29.80
1.99

17.20
3.45
16.82
3.53

Sequential Time

59.30

Table 5.6: Matrix multiplication, 440 x 440 elements (times in seconds).

Distributed-Memory
Nodes. A'

1

2

4

8

Distributed Filaments Time
Distributed Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Baseline Speedup

206
1.00
205
1.00

107
1.92
104
1.97

64.8
3.16
•53.3
3.85

.39.7
5.16
30.1
6.81

Sequential Time

205

Table 5.7: Matrix multiplication. 512 x 512 elements (times in seconds).

to all nodes at the beginning and gathers the results at the end.
Table 5.6 shows the performance of the SM matrix multiplication programs.
There is a large amount of work per inner product (440 multiplications and 439
additions), which is sufficient to amortize the overhead of filaments creation and
execution. Consequently, the Filaments program is only slightly slower than the
baseline program. Both programs achieve respectable speedup.
Table 5.7 shows the performance of the DM matrix multiplication programs. In
the Filaments program, all jV" — 1 slave nodes must receive all of B and l/A' of .4. so
the number of page requests is 0{Aj'n^) in the fine-grain program. The master node
must service all these page requests. The overhead to service the 4032 page requests
in the 8 node test is approximately 6.2 seconds, and the network is saturated by the
large number of messages. This saturation results in an increase in the latency of
acquiring pages and leads to work load imbalance. These factors explain the drop
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off in speedup on 4 and 8 nodes for the DF program. In the beiseline program, data
are distributed to all slave nodes before the computation begins. The distribution
of the A and B matrices takes 5.1 seconds in the 8 node program, which limits the
speedup of the beiseline program.

5.2.2

Jacobi Iteration

This section evaluates Jacobi iteration, which was described in Section 2.1.2. The
natural unit of parallelism in Jacobi iteration is one process per point; therefore, the
fine-grain Jacobi iteration program uses one filament per point of the solution array.
The fine-grain program assigns a contiguous strip of the matrices to each processor
or node.
The sequential program consists of an outermost while loop that tests for con
vergence surrounding two nested for loops that update the points. The SM baseline
program is similar to the sequential program with additional code to partition the
tasks into V blocks. There is a reduction of the maximum difference at the bottom
of the while loop. The DM baseline program is similar to the SM program with
the addition of messages. In each iteration of the while loop, a node exchanges a
row with the neighbor above and the neighbor below.
Table 5.8 shows the performance of the SM Jacobi iteration programs. This
program represents a challenge for Filaments, eis the work per filament is small and
independent of the problem size. Even so, on one node the Filaments pi-ogram is
only 1.6% slower than the sequential program. This is because of implicit coarsening
and other optimizations in the Filaments package. Both the fine- and coarse-grain
programs scale well relative to the sequential program, with speedups of 1.84 and
3.44 on 2 and 4 processors for the fine-grain

program and 1.94 and 3.53 for the

coarse-grain program.
Even though this is potentially a worst-case situation, the Filaments program
performs better relative to the baseline program than in matrix multiplication. This
is because the problem is iterative; therefore, the Filaments package can effectively
employ implicit coarsening. .A.fter the first iteration, the filaments' arguments are
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Shared-Memory

Processors, 'P

1

2

4

Shared Filaments Time
Shared Filaments Speedup
Bciseline Time
Baseline Speedup

44.96
0.98
44.24
1.00

24.06
1.84
22.75
1.94

12.87
3.44
12.52
3.53

Sequential Time

44.24

Table 5.8: Jacobi iteration, size 300 x300 e = 10

360 iterations (times in seconds).

Distributed-Memory
Nodes. J\f

1

2

4

8

Distributed Filaments Time
Distributed Filaments Speedup
Bciseline Time
Bciseline Speedup

197
0.97
191
1.00

101
1.89
98.1
1.94

54.1
3.53
51.7
3.69

30.2
6.32
29.0
6.59

Sequential Time

191

Table 5.9: Jacobi iteration, size 512x512. e = 10

100 iterations (times in seconds).

generated rather than loaded from memory. Thus the execution of the fine-grain
program is very similar to that of the coarse-grain for the second and subsequent
iterations.
The Filaments program uses 3 pools, one each for the boundary rows and one
for the interior rows. Three pools achieves the best overlap of communication and
computation and has very little additional context switching cost. The DF program
uses the implicit-invalidate PCP, which eliminates invalidation messages.
The DM baseline program explicitly overlaps communication and computation.
First, it sends boundary rows and updates the interior. Next, it receives boundary
rows that have already arrived at the node. Lastly, it updates the boundary rows.
Because the node does not block on a receive, it fully overlaps communication and
computation.
Table 5.9 shows the performance of the DM Jacobi iteration programs. The
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Distributed-Memory

Nodes. M

2

4

8

DF Non-overlapping Time
DF Overlapping Time
Gain

101
101
0 (0%)

55.8
54.1
1.7 (3%)

33.5
30.2
3.3 (11%)

Baseline Non-overlapping Time
Baseline Overlapping Time
Gain

98.1
98.1
0 (0%)

54.5
51.7
2.8 (5%)

33.1
29.0
4.1 (14%)

Table 5.10: Gains from overlapping (Jacobi, 512 x 512, e = 10

times in seconds).

fine-grain program gets good speedup—3.53 on 4 nodes and 6.32 on S nodes. The
coarse-grain program also gets good speedup. The DF program is within 5% of the
baseline program.
Table 5.10 compares the performance of the overlapping and non-overlapping
program, which shows the gains dues to overlapping communication and computa
tion. The gain of overlapping in DF is 11% on S nodes. The gain in the baseline
program is even greater. 14% on S nodes. There is essentially no gain in overlapping
on two nodes, because only one edge is shared and only two messages are exchanged:
hence communication overhead is very small.

5.2.3

LU Decomposition

This section evaluates LU decomposition, which solves the linear system: .4x = 6.
by decomposing .4 into lower- and upper-triangular matrices, such that .4 = LL'
[48]. Then the linear system becomes A = LUx = 6 and the solution, x. is obtained
by solving two triangular systems Ly = b and Ux = y, using back-substitution. We
use Doolittle's method to calculate L and U: this is defined as follows:
^ij

iik^kj

i Si j

Uij =

0

•

.

1 >3

/- 1 ,
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7^ (an "jj \

-

'—

likUkA
-/

i> 7
i = j

0

(5.2)

I<J

The n} equations in (5.1) and (5.2) depend on one another. In particular, the
A:th row of U depends on the first k — I rows of U and the the first A: — 1 columns
of L. Similarly, the kth column of L depends on the first k rows of U and the first
k — I columns of L.
There is an incremental algorithm that can create L and U in the same storage
provided for .4. Moreover, it has less synchronization, finer parallelism, and better
locality than more direct methods. It computes the summations in (5.1) and (5.2)
one term at a time (incrementally) and stores the intermediate results in place. The
first row of U is identical to the first row of .4. so it is unchanged. Similarly, the first
column of L only needs to be be normalized by uii(aii). The following pseudocode
shows the main loop of incremental algorithm:

do k := 2 to n
parallel do i := k to n.j := k to n
Uij

O-ij

dikd^j

od
parallel do i := k + I to n

aik := aikfakk od

od
In each iteration of the sequential do loop, the elements in row i and column j
obtain their final values, leaving (n — k)"^ "active" elements remaining in the lower
right corner of the matrix. Additionally, the lik,i > k are divided by Ukk {dkk)- as
required by (5.2).
In order to reduce round-off error, the programs perform pivoting. The largest
element in row k is moved to the diagonal at the beginning of the fcth iteration.
Later, when the elements are divided by akk-, they are divided by the largest ele
ment available, which reduces the round-off error. Thus, there are two phases per
iteration; pivoting, in which the owner of row k moves the largest active element
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Shared-Memory

Processors, V

1

2

4

Shared Filaments Time
Shared Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Baseline Speedup

46.53
0.97
45.36
0.99

24.87
1.81
23.79
1.89

14.79
3.04
13.80
3.26

Sequential Time

45.02

Table 5.11: LU decomposition, size 512 x 512 (times in seconds).
in row k to the diagonal, and elimination, in which one term is added to ail active
elements.
In LU decomposition, the work decreases by one row and one column on each
iteration, with {n — k + l)'^ points updated on the kth iteration for an n x n array.
Hence towards the end of the computation there is very little work, which limits
the potential speedup.

Both the fine- and coarse-grain programs do static load

balancing by assigning rows to processors cyclicly (the ith row goes to processor i
mod V). The Filaments program uses two pool sets, one to perform the pivot and
one the elimination.
The sequential program is a straightforward implementation of the algorithm. It
is very similar to the pseudocode presented above, with the addition of the pivoting
phase at the top of the loop. The SM baseline program is a natural extension of
the sequential program. Barriers are inserted between the phases to ensure that no
processors get ahead of another. In the DM baseline program, the pivot row (row
k) is broadcast to all nodes after the pivot. Because the non-pivoting nodes wait
for the pivot row, this message also serves as synchronization. Therefore, there are
no explicit barriers in the DM baseline program.
Table 5.11 shows the performance of the shared-memory LU decomposition pro
grams. The baseline program is slightly feister than the fine-grain program, but both
programs get only modest speedup on four processors due to the necessity of two
barriers per iteration.
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Distributed-Memory

Nodes,

1

2

4

8

Distributed Filaments Time
Distributed Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Beiseline Speedup

544
0.97
532
1.00

287
1.85
281
1.89

159
3.33
154
3.44

96.6
5.49
92.6
5.75

Sequential Time

530

Table 5.12: LU decomposition, size 800 x 800 (times in seconds).

Table 5.12 shows the results of the distributed-memory LU decomposition pro
grams. The decrecising work load hurts performance as processors increase because
the synchronization costs are the same for all iterations, yet the work is less. The
fine-grain program is competitive with the coarse-grain program over all numbers
of nodes.

5.2.4

Adaptive Quadrature

This section evaluates adaptive quadrature, which was described in Section 2.1.3.
It is a divide and conquer program; therefore, the sequential program uses ordinary
recursion and the Filaments program uses fork/join filaments.
The SM baseline program uses a shared bag containing all tasks to be done
and worker processes, which continuously remove and execute tasks [12. 3].

In

this algorithm, we create work by inserting a task (describing the work) into the
bag; eventually a worker removes and executes this task. Instead of forking two
filaments and joining with the children, a process places one task (subinterval) in
the bag and continues working on the other ta^k. Because a task may be executed
by any worker, the bag balances the work among the workers. Each worker process
accumulates it own partial total of the area of all the intervals it has evaluated in
a local variable in order to avoid contention for a global variable. When all the
work is done, these partial areas are summed by processor zero to obtain the total
area. This program also limits the number of tasks inserted into the bag to improve
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Shared-Memory

Processors, V

1

2

4

Shared Filaments Time
Shared Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Baseline Speedup

61.92
0.99
61.34
1.00

31.70
1.93
30.91
1.98

16.91
3.62
16.30
3.76

Sequential Time

61.28

Table 5.13: .Adaptive quadrature, f ( x ) =

sin x, interval 1 to 35 (times in seconds).

Distributed-Memory
Nodes, Af

1

2

4

8

Distributed Filaments Time
Distributed Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time (34 intervals)
Baseline Speedup (34 intervals)
Baseline Time (340 intervals)
Baseline Speedup (340 intervals)

207
0.95
198
1.00
201
0.98

107.5
1.84
116
1.70
104
1.89

61.0
3.22
72.3
2.72
53.5
3.68

42.0
4.69
58.4
3.37
30.1
6.54

Sequential Time

197

Table 5.14: .Adaptive quadrature, f { x ) = e-^sin i , interval 1 to 34 (times in seconds).

performance. Because there is very little work required per task, the overhead of
inserting and removing tasks is considerable. A process does not insert a task into
the bag if there is sufficient parallelism already. This is analogous to pruning in the
Filaments program.
The DM baseline program divides the initial interval into some number of subintervals and assigns the subintervals to the nodes cyclicly, which provides sufficient
load-balancing in this case. The nodes compute the area in each subinterval using
ordinary recursion. Each slave node sends the total area of all its subintervals to
node 0. which sums them.
Table 5.13 shows the performance of the SM adaptive quadrature programs.
Each program computes the function f{x) = e-^ sin or, with x ranging from 1 to
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35. Both the fine- and co«irse-gr«Lin programs get excellent speedup because both
programs prune the parallelism.
Although the bag-of-tasks program gets excellent speedup for the tests shown,
our experience is that as the number of processes accessing the bag increases, per
formance dramatically decreases [40]. This is because access to the bag becomes a
bottleneck—even with pruning.
Table 5.14 shows the performance of the DM adaptive quadrature programs.
Speedups of 3.22 and 4.69 were obtained on four nodes and eight nodes, respectively,
on the fine-grain program. The DF program heis somewhat poor speedup on S nodes
because the initial work distribution is highly unbalanced. Consequently, there are
many load balancing requests and nodes are often idle.
The number of initial intervals is critical to the performance of the coarse-grain
program. With only 34 intervals the load is not well balanced and the program does
not get good speedup on 4 and 8 nodes.

5.2.5

Tomcatv

Tomcatv is a mesh-generation algorithm obtained from the SPEC benchmark. This
application uses 7 shared n x n matrices, and there are two phases in the computa
tion. The first phase computes residuals (which are the error terms): the second uses
the residuals to update a tridiagonal matrix. There is a barrier after the first phase,
and a reduction (to obtain the ma.ximum residual) after the second phase. The pro
grams iterate until the maximum residual is small enough. Like LU decomposition,
the Filaments program creates two pool sets, one for each phase. The Filaments
program uses the implicit-invalidate protocol. The sequential is a straightforward
implementation of the algorithm. The SM and DM bciseline programs are similar
to the sequential program with the necessary extensions.
Table 5.15 shows the performance of SM Tomcatv programs. The SF program
has 2 to 4 seconds of overhead relative to the baseline program, which corresponds
to 13.4% on four nodes.
Table 5.16 shows the performance of DM Tomcatv programs. Both programs
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Shared-Memory

Processors, V

1

2

4

Shared Fileunents Time
Shared Filaments Speedup
Beiseline Time
Baseline Speedup

110.3
1.00
lOS.l
1.00

57.37
1.88
55.46
1.95

34.24
3.16
30.21
3.58

Sequential Time

108.1

Table 5.15: Tomcatv, size 257 x 257 (times in seconds).

Distributed-Memory
Nodes, .V

1

2

4

8

Distributed Filaments Time
Distributed Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Baseline Speedup

415.7
1.02
425.9
1.00

232.4
1.83
212.S
2.00

122.9
3.46
110.4
3.85

70.23
6.06
61.23
6.95

Sequential Time

425.5

Table 5.16: Tomcatv. 257 x 257 (times in seconds).

speedup: however, the baseline program gets better speedup. There is a performance
anomaly on one node; the baseline program (and the sequential program) perform
worse than the DF program. The DF program pads the data and the others do
not. The placement of data in the DF program results in a more efficient use of the
cache. Such a performance anomaly is not predictable. For example, the baseline
program takes longer to solve a 256 x 256 matrix than a 257 x 257 matrix.

5.2.6

Mandelbrot Set Calculation

This section evaluates the Mandelbrot programs. The Mandelbrot set is in of the
two-dimensional plane of the complex numbers [20]. When the operation in Fig
ure 5.6 is applied to complex numbers, the ones outside the Mandelbrot set grow to
infinity very quickly. The .Mandelbrot set is visualized by setting the value of point
{x.y) (or equivalently, c = or + yi) to the value of count returned by the function
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function point (c: complex) returns count: integer
var z: complex := c
count:= 0
do count < limit A|r| < 2.0
count := count +1

z :=

-he

od
end

Figure 5.6: Function to calculate the values of points in Mandelbrot.
point in Figure 5.6. Points that are not in the Mandelbrot set diverge quickly and
receive a value near 0. Points that are in the set do not diverge and receive the value
of limit. The interesting parts of the image are at the boundaries of the set. points
with values between 0 and limit. The parameter limit determines the number of
unique values that will be in the image.
To create an image of the Mandelbrot set. one selects a region and a resolution.
The region is any rectangle containing some of the Mandelbrot set. which extends
appro.ximately from —2 — 1.25/ to 0.5 + 1.252. Choosing the above region selects the
entire Mandelbrot set, wherezis choosing the region from —0.75 + Of to 0.5 + 1.25/
zooms in on the upper-right quarter of the Mandelbrot set. The resolution deter
mines the number of points in the resulting image. The value of a point depends only
on its T and i/ coordinates: therefore, each point can be calculated independently.
This problem has an irregular, dynamic work load, requires no synchronization
other than termination detection, and has no data sharing. Because of the dynamic
work load, a block decomposition of the problem will likely be unbalanced—with
different amounts of work required in each partition. The programs assign the rows
cyclicly to the processors. This results in a relatively load-balanced implementation,
because adjacent rows have nearly the same amount of work.
The Filaments program creates one filament per point. It uses iterative filaments
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Shared-Memory

Processors, V

1

2

4

Shared Filaments Time
Shared Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Baseline Speedup

53.39
0.98
52.64
1.00

27.78
1.89
27.03
1.94

14.57
3.60
13.96
3.75

Sequential Time

52.38

Table 5.17: Mandelbrot set calculation, size 600 x 600 (times in seconds).

Distributed-Memory
Nodes, A''

1

2

4

8

Distributed Filaments Time
Distributed Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Beiseline Speedup

160.9
0.99
159.7
1.00

81.83
1.95
79.97
2.00

42.29
3.78
40.20
3.97

22.47
7.11
20.33
7.86

Sequential Time

159.7

Table 5.IS: Mandelbrot set calculation, size 512 x 512 (times in seconds).
that only execute for one iteration. The DF program uses the WI protocol and pads
between each row. Consequently, there is no false sharing of the DSM pages.
The sequential program calculates the function point in two nested for loops.
The SM baseline program is similar, with each processor computing the results of
every Vlh. row. The DM baseline program has messages that return the results to
node zero at the end of the computation.
Table 5.17 shows the performance of the SM Mandelbrot programs. There is very
little difference in the execution times between the fine- and coarse-grain programs.
Bs the fine-grain programs are always within 5% of the coarse-grain programs.
Table 5.18 shows the performance of the DM Mandelbrot programs. This prob
lem has no data sharing and very little communication and synchronization between
nodes: therefore, it has excellent speedup on both the fine-grain and coarse-grain
programs.
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5.2.7

Quicksort

This section evaluates quicksort, a divide-and-conquer sorting algorithm. The initial
data is divided into smaller sets that are recursively sorted. Then, these smaller sets
are combined to create the sorted initial set. Quicksort divides the initial set into two
sets: one containing elements larger than the pivot element and one containing those
smaller than the pivot. The combining phase is, therefore, simply concatenation.
This algorithm has a dynamic work load and a significant amount of data sharing.
Quicksort is a recursive application: therefore, the Filaments program uses fork/
join filaments. It differs from adaptive quadrature in that there is much more work
in the recursive step and data are shared. Each filament partitions its subarray and
then forks two filaments to sort the partitions. The algorithm for partitioning has
to check every element in the subarray and swap several elements.
The SM baseline program uses the bag-of-tasks paradigm, which is similar to the
program used for adaptive quadrature described in Section 5.2.4. The DM baseline
uses a different algorithm that enhances locality. The initial array is divided into A'
subarrays, one for each node. The nodes sort the subarrays using quicksort and then
one node merges the ,V subarrays. The bag-of-tasks program was not programmed
because there is no shared memory. Therefore, the task cannot be described simply
by the start and end of a subarray. The subarray has to be placed in the bag as
well. Since the input array is so large, the communication and storage would be too
great to make this approach feasible.
Table 5.19 shows the performcince of SM quicksort programs. The lengthy se
quential partitioning phase limits the maximum speedup to approximately 3.5 on
four processors. Therefore, the SF program achieves excellent speedup.
Table 5.20 shows the performance of DM quicksort programs. The DF program
gets poor speedup because of the lack of locality. Therefore, the pages are passed
around among all the nodes and quite often two nodes are sorting elements on the
same page. In order to reduce thrashing, the DF program pins the pages in memory
while it is sorting. This reduces, but does not eliminate, the thrashing; furthermore.
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Shared-Memory

Processors, V

1

2

4

Shared Filaments Time
Shared Filaments Speedup
Bziseline Time
Baseline Speedup

46.77
0.98
46.10
1.00

24.89
1.88
27.57
1.67

13.75
3.40
16.32
2.82

Sequential Time

46.10

Table 5.19: Quicksort, 2,000,000 numbers (times in seconds).

Distributed-Memory
Nodes, A'

1

2

4

8

Distributed Filaments Time
Distributed Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Bciseline Speedup

73.6
0.95
70.1
1.00

49.7
1.40
46.7
1.50

35.2
1.98
37.3
1.87

31.3
2.24
34.9
2.01

Sequential Time

70.0

Table 5.20: Quicksort. 1.000.000 numbers (times in seconds).

it can delay computation on a remote node. The baseline program gets very little
speedup because the initial phase that distributes the data and the final phase that
merges the data are sequential and lengthy.

5.2.8

Expression Trees

This section evaluates expression trees. This is an example of the evaluation of a
balanced binary expression tree (in parallel), where all the interior operators are
multiplication and all the leaves are matrices. The tree is traversed in parallel and
the matrices are multiplied sequentially. This application is described in [22]: it
could occur in a program with high-level operations on matrices.
The fine-grain program uses fork/join filaments. Like quicksort, this program
uses shared data. However, the data is created by a leaf filament and passed up the
tree to its predecessors. Therefore, the data is not changing while it is being shared.
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Sheired-Memory

Processors, V

1

2

4

Shared Filaments Time
Shared Filaments Speedup
Bciseline Time
Baseline Speedup

102
0.990
102
0.990

52.7
1.92
52.2
1.93

28.1
3.61
26.4
3.83

Sequential Time

101

Table 5.21: Expression tree, 100 x 100 matrices, tree of height 7 (times in seconds).

Distributed-Memory
Nodes, U

1

2

4

8

Distributed Filaments Time
Distributed Filaments Speedup
Baseline Time
Baseline Speedup

92.2
1.00
90.7
0.99

54.0
1.71
47.9
1.92

28.1
3.28
25.4
3.63

17.5
5.26
14.1
6.53

Sequential Time

92.1

Table 5.22: Expression tree, 70 x 70 matrices, tree of height 7 (times in seconds).

so there is no thrashing.
The SM baseline program contains two phases. In the first, the program divides
the work up evenly among the nodes. The second phase uses a combining tree to
collect intermediate values that each node calculates. Proceeding towards the top
of the combining tree, half of the active nodes become inactive at each level. In the
second phase, the DM baseline program uses messages to transfer the intermediate
results to another node.
Table 5.21 shows the performance of the SM expression tree programs. It uses
a 100

X

100 matrices and a balanced binary tree of height 7. The baseline program

is slightly better than the SF program: however, both get good speedup.
Table 5.22 shows the performance of the DM expression tree programs. It uses
70 X 70 matrices and a balanced binary tree of height 7. The DF program causes
many messages to be sent because (1) the parallelism begins from a single root fil-
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ajnent and (2) data is acquired implicitly by page faults (which requires a request
ajid a reply). There are many fewer messages in the baseline program (a total of
2(A^— 1) to transfer result matrices in the combining tree). Furthermore, the base
line program uses distributed initialization of the matrices; therefore, it does not pay
a cost to distribute the matrices before the computation begins. The overhead is
very low, so the speedup is very good. The maximum possible speedup that can be
achieved for this application is limited by the tail-end load imbalance. In particular,
near the top of the tree some nodes must remain idle. However, because the work
doubles with each level of the tree, good speedup can still be achieved. For the prob
lem tested, the maximum speedup is 3.85 and 7.06 on 4 and S nodes, respectively.
The baseline program performed very well while the fine-grain program performed
adequately; of course, the coaxse-grain program achieves some of its performance
advantage through distributed initialization.

5.3 Writer-Owns Page Consistency Protocol
This section compares the writer-owns protocol, which dynamically eliminates false
sharing, to two protocols: one the statically avoids false sharing and one that tol
erates it. We compare four applications: Jacobi iteration, Tomcatv. matrix multi
plication. and LU decomposition. For each we created three programs to evaluate
three page consistency protocols (PCP): write-invalidate. write-shared. and writerowns. The only differences in the programs are the initialization of the protocol and
the placement of the data in memory. The write-invalidate programs statically pad
data structures; the write-shared and writer-owns programs pack data structures
contiguously in memory. All protocols are implemented in the Filaments package.
Below, we present the results of runs on 1, 2, 4, and 8 nodes of the workstation
cluster. In addition to overall times for all four applications, we present times for
individual iterations in Jacobi iteration in order to show the overhead of migrating
data in WO. To further evaluate the overhead of WO. we show the results of matrix
multiplication on two different sized problems; one requires that WO re-map data
and the other does not.
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5.3.1

Jacob! Iteration

We use a fine-grain Jacobi iteration program to compare the PCPs. A very light
weight thread (filament) is created for each of the

points in the grid. Each filament

updates the new grid point by averaging the values of the neighboring points in the
old grid. These filaments are distributed among the nodes such that each owns one
horizontal strip of the grid. After all grid points are updated, the program checks
for convergence. If all the points have converged, the program terminates; otherwise
it executes another iteration. Although there is very little work per filament

per

iteration, the program is still efficient, because the Filaments package efficiently
implements fine-grain parallelism.
On every iteration, each node updates all the points in its strip of the new grid.
This necessitates reading its strip of the old grid, plus reading a row from the strip
of each neighbor. Thus, each strip of the new grid is written exclusively by the
owner: the boundary rows of the old grid are read-shared between two neighboring
nodes; and the interior of the old grid is read exclusively by the owner.
Since the old grid becomes the new grid on the next iteration, the boundary rows
of the new grid are shared at the beginning of most iterations. In WI. the owner
must invalidate remote copies of the boundary rows in order to perform the update.
Furthermore, the nodes must receive the boundary rows of the old grid, which were
updated in the previous iteration, from each neighbor. Therefore, on each iteration,
each node in the WI program sends an invalidation message to its neighbors and
requests a page from each of them. (Additionally, it receives an invalidation message
and services a page request from each neighbor.)
In the WS programs, the boundary rows of the new grid have multiple writers;
therefore, diff-lists must be exchanged between neighbors. Furthermore, the bound
ary rows of the old grid are shared by multiple readers only (no writers). Therefore,
the nodes exchange empty diff-lists. On every iteration, each node must create,
exchange, and merge the diff-lists.
The WO program performs identically to the WI program on the later iterations:
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1

2

4

Write-invalidate Time
Write-invalidate Speedup
Write-shared Time
Write-shared Speedup
Writer-owns Time
Writer-owns Speedup

165.2
0.99
165.9
0.99
165.2
0.99

86.48
1.89
88.45
1.85
86.42
1.89

49.88
3.28
52.51
3.12
48.62
3.37

Sequential Time

163.8

Nodes. M

11

S
32.70
5.01
43.73
3.75
31.89
5.14

Table 5.23: Jacobi iteration. 500 x 500 (times in seconds).

Iteration
Write-invalidate
Write-shared
Writer-owns

1

2

3-100

0.9175
0.9545
0.9522

0.4817
0.5865
0.5300

0.4958
0.5283
0.4809

Table 5.24: Jacobi iteration, M = 4. 500 x 500 (seconds per iteration).

for each neighbor, a node sends and receives an invalidate message, and it generates
and services a page request. However, on the first two iterations, the WO program
also must detect, tolerate, and eliminate false sharing. It takes two iterations to
eliminate false sharing because false sharing only occurs while the grids are being
updated and the second grid is not updated until the second iteration. Thus the
overhead of the WO program relative to the WI program is primarily in the first
two iterations.
The WS program must exchange and merge diff-lists on each iteration: this
accounts for the overhead relative to the other programs. The number of messages
sent per iteration grows with the number of nodes. When there are 8 nodes, the
number of messages saturates the network and results in a large increase in overhead
relative to the other programs.
Table 5.23 shows the results of Jacobi iteration programs on a 500 x 500 matrix.
The WI program is statically padded to avoid false sharing. This represents the

Write-invalidate Time
Write-invalidate Speedup
Write-shared Time
Write-shared Speedup
Writer-owns Time
Writer-owns Speedup

391.1
0.99
392.0
1.00
391.5
1.00

202.0
1.94
204.8
1.91
202.2
1.93

Sequential Time

391.1

Nodes, Af

00

1

to
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109.7
3.57
114.7
3.41
110.2
3.55

73.75
5.30
81.50
4.80
64.45
6.07

Table 5.25: Tomcatv. 250 x 250 (times in seconds).

"optimal" results; furthermore, without padding the VVI program performs very
poorly due to intense thrashing. The WO program is slightly faster than the VVI
program. Because of this surprising result, we evaluated the times of the individual
iterations of the program, as reported in Table 5.24. There are 100 iterations in the
test; the times for the first two iterations are shown along with the average of the
last 98 iterations. The first iteration is always longest because the cache is cold.
Because there are two grids in Jacobi it takes two iteration for the programs to
reach a steady state. During the first two iterations, the WO program tolerates and
eliminates the instances of false sharing.
It is surprising that the WO program is faster than the WI because WO has
more overhead to detect and eliminate false sharing. However, the programs employ
different data placements, which results in slightly different memory references and
different cache utilization. It turns out that the final placement arrived at by WO
utilizes the cache more efficiently than the block distribution of WI. The WS program
is always slower because it is cloning pages and merging diff-lists every iteration.

5.3.2

Tomcatv

This section evaluates Tomcatv, which was described in Section 5.2.5. The sharing
patterns in Tomcatv are very similar to Jacobi iteration.

The big difference is

there are seven shared matrices in Tomcatv, whereas Jacobi iteration only has two.
Secondly, there are two phases in Tomcatv; hence, the fine-grain program uses two
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Nodes. Af

1

2

4

8

Write-invalidate Time
Write-invalidate Speedup
Write-shared Time
Write-shared Speedup
Writer-owns Time
Writer-owns Speedup

227.5
0.97
224.2
0.99
228.7
0.97

114.5
1.93
118.0
1.88
117.1
1.89

58.26
3.80
61.65
3.59
.59.44
3.73

30.80
7.19
38.44
5.76
31.39
7.06

Sequential Time

221.5

Table 5.26: Matrix Multiplication, 500 x 500 (times in seconds).

pools of filaments.
Table 5.25 contains the results for a 250 x 250 matrix. Again the VVS program
has the most overhead, which increcises with the number of nodes. The WI and
WO programs are very similar except for the S-node test. Unexpectedly, the WO
program, which dynamically eliminates false sharing, is faster than the WI program,
which statically avoids false sharing. This anomaly is also due to different cache
utilization.

5.3.3

Matrix Multiplication

This section evaluates matrix multiplication, which was described in Section 2.1.1.
Because matrix multiplication is not iterative, WO is not able to amortize the over
head of eliminating false sharing. However, WO is still competitive with WI. as
shown in Table 5.26. Our implementation of WS requires that nodes exchange difflists for all shared pages, even those which are not updated. Because all 489 pages
of the B matrix are shared by all nodes, there is tremendous overhead. A more
elaborate WS implementation, such as the lazy release consistency protocol [.3.3].
does not require nodes to exchange diff-lists unless the data is changing. The results
shown are for a hybrid program; The A and B matrices use the WI protocol, and
only C uses WS. Consequently, only

— 1 diff-lists must be exchanged. The hybrid

program has message traffic that is similar to lazy release consistency.
Table 5.27 shows results for the special case where there is no false sharing. In a
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1
X

9

Write-invalidate Time
Write-invalidate Speedup
Write-shared Time
Write-shared Speedup
Writer-owns Time
Writer-owns Speedup

245.7
0.97
245.7
0.97
245.6
0.97

125.5
1.90
126.2
1.84
125.5
1.90

Sequential Time

238.1

Nodes, X

8
63.71
3.74
64.08
3.72
63.67
3.74

33.31
7.15
35.02
6.80
33.26
7.16

Table 5.27: Matrix Multiplication, 512 x 512 (times in seconds).

Nodes. A'

1

2

4

8

WVite-invalidate Time
Write-invalidate Speedup
Write-shared Time
Write-shared Speedup
Writer-owns Time
Writer-owns Speedup

281.8
0.99
282.1
0.99
288.5
0.97

151.8
1.84
157.2
1.78
154.0
1.82

85.53
3.27
90.32
3.10
86.11
3.25

53.94
5.19
58.04
4.82
56.13
4.99

Sequential Time

280.0

Table 5.28: LU decomposition, strip size of 4 rows, 640 x 640 (times in seconds).

512 X 512 matrix of type double, the rows require 4096 bytes, which is the size of a
page in our system. Therefore, every row begins and ends on a page boundary, and
the padded data layout is the same as the packed layout. The WS program does
not exchange difF-lists and the WO program does not migrate data. Thus it is no
surprise that the times of the three programs are nearly identical.

5.3.4

LU Decomposition

This section evaluates LU decomposition, which was described in Section 5.2.3. The
work load in LU decreases every iteration. To assure good load balance, strips of
contiguous rows of the matrix are distributed cyclicly among the nodes.
Table 5.28 shows the results using 160 strips of four rows each. Because each
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Nodes, M

1

2

4

8

Write-invalidate Time
Write-invalidate Speedup
Writer-owns Time
Writer-owns Speedup

281.8
0.99
288.5
0.97

151.9
1.84
154.2
1.82

85.49
3.28
86.18
3.25

54.02
5.18
56.01
5.00

Sequential Time

280.0

Table 5.29: LU decomposition, strip size of 2 rows, 640 x 640 (times in seconds).

strip of four rows occupies e.xactly five pages, there is no false sharing. Consequently,
the VVS program does not exchange difF-lists and the WO program does not migrate
data.
We further tested the programs using 320 strips of two rows each. In this case,
there is false sharing between two nodes on one out of every five pages. The WS
program must exchange diff-lists for all of these pages on every iteration. There
are 800 pages, so initially there are 160 shared pages. The WS program takes a
tremendously long time and is not reported. The performance of the WI and WO
programs using a strip size of two rows is shown in Table 5.29: it is very similar
to the performance using a strip size of four. The benefit of slightly better load
balancing is offset by the less efficient use of the cache.

5.4 Summary
This chapter has shown that overheads of the abstractions provided by the Filaments
package are small and that the aggregate cost of the Filaments package on eight
scientific programming kernels is usually competitive with baseline programs. Lastly,
it has shown that the writer-owns protocol, which eliminates false sharing at run
time, is equal to or better than other protocols that avoid or tolerate false sharing.
Figure 5.7 plots the ratio of the times of the Shared Filaments and sharedmemory baseline programs for all eight kernel programs. In all cases but one (Tomcatv on 4 processors), the SF program is within 10% of the baseline program. The SF
quicksort program is faster than the baseline program, because fork/join filaments
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of Shared Filaments and baseline kernel programs.
are more efficient than the bag-of-tasks program.
Figure o.S plots the ratio of the times of the Distributed Filaments and distributed-memory baseline progi'ams for all eight kernel programs. Two of the baseline
programs (adaptive quadrature and expression tree) are faster primarily because the
baseline programs are different from the DF programs. This results in poor relative
performance of the DF programs on eight nodes. Of the other programs, only matrix
multiplication is not within 15% of the baseline program. The DF matrix multi
plication program saturates the network distributing the matrices initially, which
accounts for its poorer performance. As noted above, the DF quicksort program
performs better than the bciseline program because of the lengthy sequential phases
in the baseline program.
The Filaments package provides a much simpler interface for very little cost.
The program granularity is at the application-level; however, the run-time system
implicitly coarsens to reduce overhead. The Cable DSM implicitly overlaps com-
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Figure 5.S: Comparison of Distributed Filaments and baseline kernel programs.
munication and computation, which can greatly reduce cost of the shared-variable
programming on DM machines. The writer-owns protocol implicitly eliminates false
sharing at run time, which obviates the need to statically pad data. The extensive
use of run-time decision making allows the Filaments run-time system to provide
features not otherwise possible. Furthermore, run-time decision making greatly im
proves the performance of Filaments programs.

CHAPTER 6
The Sisal-to-Filaments Compiler

Functional languages have the potential to provide a simple, portable, and effi
cient solution to parallel programming. A functional language often reduces the pro
grammer's effort because programs are simpler (no explicit concurrency or memory
management), easier to maintain (smaller programs), easier to test (deterministic
results), and more understandable (equals means equals). In addition, functional
programs have an abundance of implicit concurrency. The challenge is to implement
functional programs both efficiently and portably on a variety of machines.
SIS.A.L is a functional language [43] that has proven useful for programming nu

merically intensive scientific applications, especially parallel appUcations [lOj. The
optimizing SiSAL compiler, osc, creates code for many different shared-memory and
vector processors (e.g., SGI. Sequent, Encore Multimax, Cray X-MP, and Cray 2)
[11]. It does not. however, create code for distributed-memory machines.
This chapter describes a prototype compiler, fsc, that supports distributedmemory multiprocessors as well as other machines. It does so by modifying the
back end of osc so that it uses the Filaments package. Additionally, the prototype
supports recursive parallelism, which is not supported by osc even though it is
implicitly available in SiSAL itself.

Even though fsc is a protocol, the code it

produces achieves good speedup on both shared- and distributed-memory machines
for the applications tested.
The next section discusses the SIS.A.L programming language, the osc compiler,
and the modifications made to osc to create the prototype fsc compiler. Section 6.2
discusses the performance of three programs. Section 6.3 mentions related work and
Section 6.4 summarizes the chapter.
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6.1

Details of the Sisal-to-Filaments Compiler

SISAL is a general purpose functional language [23]. It is probably best described as
a dataflow language, because the order of program execution is determined not by
the static ordering of expressions in the source code but rather by the availability of
the data. Because an expression can be evaluated as soon as aJI its operands have
been determined, the compiler can schedule expression evaluation in anj' order—
including concurrently—that preserves the data dependencies.
Version 12 of the optimizing SIS.A.L compiler (osc) creates efficient code for ex
ecution on various sequential, vector, and shared-memory machines [11]. The osc
compiler translates SIS.A.L source into C or Fortran code, which is then linked with
the osc runtime system. Many optimizations are performed by osc including buildin-place and update-in-place analysis of arrays to reduce copying. The compiler also
partitions the problem into subproblems that can be executed in parallel. The osc
execution model consists of one shared queue containing slices of work and a server
thread executing these slices on each processor. It creates at least V slices, where
V is the number of processors. The load for each processor is statically calculated
b}' using a cost estimate of the work. Well-balanced programs use exactly V slices:
the greater the load imbalance, the greater the number of slices created.
We have created a prototype compiler from osc that uses the Filaments runtime
system (RTS) instead of the osc RTS. The components of the two compilers are
shown in Figure 6.1. The prototype SlS.A.L-to-Filaments compiler (fsc) is different
from osc because it has a fine-grain execution model, supports recursive parallelism,
and runs on distributed-memory machines. The prototype was created directly from
osc both to use all the features of osc and to minimize the amount of work required.
The majority of the optimizations provided by osc are part of fsc since the code
generator is the only component unique to fsc.
In creating fsc the following modifications were made to the osc code generator
and run-time system:
• changed from coarse-grain to fine-grain execution.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of osc and fsc components
• added distributed initialization, and
• added distributed management of shared variables and memory.
The first modification supports the fine-grain execution model of Filaments. The
other two support execution on distributed-memory machines.
To exploit the fine-grain

execution model, fsc creates as many filaments

as

possible, rather than creating some number of slices based on a static evaluation
of the workload. Therefore, the number of filaments

is based on the problem size,

not on the underlying architecture. The code generation of parallel for nodes was
modified to create filaments and then execute them. To do this the body of the for
node is made into a filament. For example, in matrix multiplication fsc creates n*
filaments in a two-dimensional loop and starts execution after all have been created.

lis
Each filament computes a dot product and writes an element into the result matrix.
There are multiple processes and address spaces on a distributed-memory ma
chine. Therefore, f sc creates an address space, an initialization thread, and one or
more server threads on each node. Many of the osc initialization files were modi
fied to perform distributed initialization, which includes creating a process in each
address space and creating separate initial work for each node. In contraist, on a
shared memory (SM) machine, both the osc RTS and Filaments RTS use a single
address space containing an initial thread and V server threads (one per processor).
The shared memory allocation and deallocation routines of osc had to be mod
ified to use Cable, the Filaments DSM. In SlSAL shared memory is dynamically
allocated and deallocated. In f sc the shared memory is divided into A' partitions,
one for each node, and each node allocates shared memory from its assigned par
tition. On deallocation, memory is returned to the same partition from which it
was allocated. To avoid excessive faulting, objects are placed on pages owned by
the node on which they are created and new objects are placed on new pages. This
is accomplished with a "begin object" directive, which causes the next memory
allocation to begin on an unused page.
In osc objects are created leizily; f sc retains this though a multi-phase allocation
scheme. For a scalar object, first the shared memory is allocated, then the object
is created and initialized, and finally the value of that object is disseminated to all
other nodes via a Filaments reduction. For an aggregate object that is created by
all nodes, first each node allocates and initializes its portion of the object, and then
a Filaments reduction joins the portions together.

As an example, the following SiSAL code creates an n x n matrix called A, whose
elements are a,j =
A := for i in 1, n cross j in 1, n
returns airray of f(i,j)
end for

In a block partition, the first nIX' rows of A are created on the first node, the second
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Figure 6.2: Allocation of 2D array in DSM. before (a) and after (b) reduction.
n/jV rows on the second node, and so on. Each node creates a top-level array (in
private memory) and an array for each of the n/Af rows (see Figure 6.2(a)). .After
all the rows have been created, a reduction is performed on the top-level array—this
reduction corresponds to the returns clause. This is shown in Figure 6.2(b). Each
node has a copy of the top-level array—but the rows are shared.'
SISAL has single-cissignment semantics, so replicating the top-level array in pri
vate memory on all nodes appears to be safe. But osc heis many memory optimiza
tions that result in arrays being updated. In this case, further reductions are needed
'Every node reads the top-level array; the rows, however, are often read by only one node.
Replicating the top-level array reduces page traffic and only slightly increases the overall storage.
If the rows were cloned, storage usage would increase greatly and it would be much more difficult
to maintain consistent memory.
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to regain a consistent state of memory.
Using a fine-grain execution model uas several advantages. First, it more closely
represents the abstract model of the SiSAL language itself. Second, the partitioning
phase of osc, which represents a significant amount of the code, is not needed in a
compiler that uses a fine-grain RTS. Furthermore, static partitioning is problematic
in the presence of indefinite loops and conditional statements and may require tuning
through compilation and run-time parameters. Lastly, having many small tasks
makes it easier to perform load balancing ajid data partitioning, allowing dynamic
and adaptive systems to perform both (for example, see the Adapt system [41]).
There are some disadvantages to creating fsc from osc. In particular, there
is some cost in translating from the fine-grain model of SiSAL to the coarse-grain
model of osc then back to the fine-model of fsc. Because of the structure of osc.
we were unable to reuse filaments in Jacobi iteration.^ Ideally, filaments are created
once and executed many times. (The number of filaments and the task of each
filament do not change between iterations—only the data in the array are changed.)
In a hand-coded Filaments program, filaments are reused in this manner.

6.2

Performance

Three applications were tested. Each was compiled using both the osc and fsc
compilers, and each was run on both a shared- and a distributed-memory ma
chine. The shared-memory (SM) tests were conducted on a Silicon Graphics Iris
4D/.340 shared-memory multiprocessor, having four 33-Mhz MIPS processors. The
distributed-memory (DM) tests were conducted on a cluster of four Sun Sparc1 workstations connected with a lOMbs Ethernet. The SiSAL 1.2 compiler, osc
V12.9.2,

was used to compile the SiSAL programs; it also formed the basis for

the fsc compiler. The osc compiler does not have a DM implementation. There
fore, we show the performance of hand-coded C programs that use the Filaments
•The osc code-generation phase partitions a for node and creates the code for the body and
the returns clause in three distinct places. This division is quite different from how the Filaments
package is used. Therefore, we could not create reusable filaments in fsc in the time we spent on
this project.
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1

Processors

Machine/Comoiler

Shared Memory
osc
fsc
Distributed Memory
osc
fsc
C & library

1
72.0
73.8
1
85.5
87.2
84.0

2
37.8
40.6

4
21.6
25.6

2

4

—

—

46.1
45.7

29.8
25.7

Table 6.1: Matrix multiplication, Times in seconds
communication library, cis a baseline program in the DM tests.

6.2.1

Matrix Multiplication

This section ex'aluates the performance of matrix multiplication of two n x n. The
program consists of a parallel for loop in two dimensions that returns the values
of elements of the result matrix. The body of each loop contains another for loop
that computes the inner product.
The performance of the matrix multiplication programs is shown in Table 6.1.
In order to have the tests run in about the same overall time, the SM tests used a
512 X 512 matrix and the DM tests used a 360 x 360 matrix.

Shared-Memory Tests
The fsc program is slightly slower (2.5%) on one machine than the osc program.
This is due to the cost of creating and executing filaments. Both compilers achieve
good speedup on the SM machine, although the speedup of osc is better than that of
fsc. The performance of fsc relative to osc decreases as the number of processors
increases. Filaments are created sequentially by one processor, so creation time is
the same for all tests. Additionally, the filaments themselves are in the cache for
(at best) only one processor, resulting in many cache misses on the other processors
when they go to execute their set of filaments.

Machine/Compiler

Shared Memory
osc
fsc

Distributed Memory
osc
fsc
C & librciry

Processors
1
120
127
1
51.6
69.6
38.6

2
68.8
75.4

4
50.6
62.4

2

4

—

—

51.4
21.5

45.1
15.5

Table 6.2: Jacobi Iteration, Times in seconds

Distributed-Memory Tests
On a single processor, the C program was fastest, followed by the osc program. This
is e.xpected because the C and osc programs are very similar, but the osc runtime
has a little bit of overhead, accounting for the 2% increase. The fsc program is
about 2% slower than the osc program due to the cost of creating and executing
the nearly 130,000 filaments. Both the C and fsc programs scale very well. Matrix
multiplication is easy to parallelize, so this is not surprising.

6.2.2

Jacobi Iteration

This section evaluates the performance of Jacobi iteration. The performance is
shown in Table 6.2. The tests use a 100 x 100 matrix. Because the SM machine is
faster, the SM tests use a smaller convergence tolerance than the DM tests (lO"''
versus 10"^).

Shared-Memory Tests
The performance of the fsc program on the SM machines is not as good as the
osc program. This is primarily because filaments are not reused. (Instead of cre
ating 10.000 filaments once, all 10,000 are created on each of the 360 iterations.)
.Additionally, when a set of filaments is created once and repeatedly e.xecuted. the
Filaments package can perform some additional optimizations that greatly reduce
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the cost of executing filaments.

Distributed-Memory Tests
On a single node the C program is significantly faster than the other programs.
This is mostly due to memory allocation. The other two programs allocate a matri.x
in each of the 360 iterations—because each row is allocated separately, there are
at lecist 101 allocations and deallocations per iteration. The fsc program is again
much slower (35%) than the osc program because filaments are not being reused.
The C program gets very good speedup, whereas the fsc program gets very little.
The good speedup of the C program occurs because it uses explicit asN'nchronous
message passing to overlap communication and computation.^ The poor speedup
of fsc is due to the same lost optimizations incurred by the SM program, plus an
e.xtra reduction and paging costs. The returns clause in SIS.A.L roughly corresponds
to a reduction in fsc. Often a for loop will have more than one returns clause.
This results in multiple reductions in fsc. Since reductions are relatively expensive
operations, it is important to minimize them. The fsc Jacobi iteration program
has two reductions per iteration, whereas the hand-coded C program has only one.
The cost of the extra barrier grows with the number of processors: It is insignificant
with one processor, but accounts for about 4 seconds of the total time of the 4
processor test. The C program explicitly transmits one row (800 bytes) of data to
each neighbor using just one message per neighbor. The fsc program implicitly
transmits one page (4096 bytes) of data to each neighbor using two messages per
neighbor. This is not an inherent limitation of the approach, because a hand-coded
Filaments program performs within 10% of the C program, see Table 5.9.
^First, edge (or boundary) data is sent to neighboring processors. Then the interior points,
which can be updated with local data, are updated. Lastly, the boundary points are updated after
receiving data from the neighbors. If the data arrive while the interior points are being updated,
full overlap of communication and computation is achieved.
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Machine/Compiler

Shared Memory
osc
fsc
Distributed Memory
osc
fsc

Processors
1
80.9
82.7
1
74.0
84.6

2

4

—

—

46.1

22.9

2

4

—

—

37.5

29.3

Table 6.3: Adaptive Quadrature, Times in seconds

6.2.3

Adaptive Quadrature

This section evaluates the performance of adaptive quadrature. The f sc compiler
uses fork/join filaments to execute the recursive calls in parallel. Moreover. Fil
aments prunes the parallelism, which greatly reduces the overhead of forking and
joining; therefore, the fsc programs are very efficient. The results of the adaptive
quadrature tests are shown in Table 6.3.

Shared-Memory Tests
The osc compiler has not implemented recursive parallelism, so there is only one
performance number for osc. On the SM machine, the overhead of fsc is small
(2%) and the speedup is good (l.S and 3.6 on two and four processors, respectively).
Pruning and load-balancing provided by Filaments package are the reasons for the
good performance.

Distributed-Memory Tests
The single processor performance of fsc is worse than that of osc. On SM fsc is
2% slower than osc, but on DM it is 14% slower. We cannot account for the large
difference. The speedup of the DM fsc program is good: 2.3 and 2.9 on 2 and 4
processors. We suspect the super-linear speedup shown on the two-processor test is
due to the slowness of the one-processor performance. Compared to the osc time,
the speedup is not super-linear.

6.3

Related Work

Two other systems have compiled SlSAL for execution on distributed-memory ma
chines. Distributed Memory SiSAL from Colorado State University [29] is closely
related to fsc. It uses a DSM, but employs coarse-grain execution. Moreover, it
allows less general overlap of communication and computation because threads are
suspended on a stack, so they must be resumed in inverse order. The lack of many
fine-grain tasks and the use of a stack limits the flexibility of this approach.
The distributed-memory SiSAL compiler from North Carolina State University
uses a coarse-grain, explicit message passing model [47]. Data are transferred be
tween processors using explicit communication operations. Significant anah'sis is
required both to insert and minimize the communication between processors.
Goldberg [27] describes two systems for executing the functional language .A.LFL
on shared- and distributed-memory machines. An ALFL program and its data are
represented as a graph. In these systems a graph reduction "engine" exhaustively
applies "reductions'"' to the nodes in the graph. The shared-memory system has
nearly linear speedup; the distributed-memory system gets very poor speedup. Be
cause both systems use graph reduction, they have very large overhead and are not
competitive with imperative programs.
The paper [45] shows how the functional language Id can be translated to
dataflow graphs, then to P-RISC (Parallel-RISC) code, and finally

to machine

code. The target can be a shared- or a distributed-memory machine. The main
similarity of this work to fsc is the architecture-independent intermediate form (PRISC). Like fsc, the P-RISC model uses fine-grain execution. However, it uses a
distributed-memory model and hence explicit communication, and it has not yet
been implemented.
''These "graph" reductions are not to be confused with reductions of reduction variables previ
ously described.
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6.4 Summeiry
The fsc prototype executes on distributed-memory machines as well eis sharedmemory machines. The Filaments package provides this architecture-independence.
Additionally, fsc supports recursive parallelism, allowing paorallel execution of re
cursive programs, such eis adaptive quadrature and quicksort. The fsc compiler
should also be ecisier to use than osc because the programmer does not have to tune
any compilation or runtime parameters.
Performance of many of the test programs is very good.

However, fsc does

not perform as well as expected, paxticularly in the Jacobi iteration tests. In the
previous chapter we have demonstrated that a hand-coded Filaments program can
e.xecute these applications eflBciently. Therefore, we believe poor performance is not
an inherent limitation of the approach.

CHAPTER 7
Conclusion

This dissertation addresses the creation of general, portable, and efficient parallel
scientific programs. Each of these aspects is important. Universality means that
one can use the language that best fits the problem and the programmer's e.xpertise.
Portability means the program can execute on any parallel machine. Efficiency
means there is little or no penalty imposed by the solution relative to hand-coded,
architecture-specific programs.
A parallel program has three additional components relative to a sequential
program: concurrency, communication, and synchronization. This dissertation de
scribes the approach that is taken in Filaments. For concurrency we use the finegrain model because it supports any granularity of parallelism: in particular, one
can directly e.xpress the granularity inherent in any application. For communica
tion we use the shared-variable programming model because it is the simplest to
understand: moreover, it is the most widely used. For synchronization we use the
barrier in iterative filaments

and the join in fork/join filaments

because of their

simplicity: furthermore, they are sufficient and general enough to support scientific
applications.
It is commonly believed that fine-grain programs cannot execute efficiently. The
Filaments package show that this is not true, as described in Chapter 2. First,
a filament

is stackless, which greatly reduces the creation and context switching

overheads. Second, filaments

can be inlined to eliminate function-call overhead.

Finally, the arguments to filaments can be generated rather than read from memory,
which can eliminate literally thousands and thousands of memory reads. .\11 these
features combine to make fine-grain parallelism efficient.
Chapter 3 describes the Filaments distributed shared memory. Cable, which
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supports the shared-variable programming model on distributed-memory machines.
Remote page faults generate an exchange of messages between nodes. Thus, the
communication between nodes arises implicitly from remote data references. Fur
thermore, Cable is multithreaded, which allows communication and computation to
be overlapped.
Filaments programs use pools to increase performance; these are groups of fila
ments with similar data access patterns. Scheduling pools of filaments, rather than
individual filaments, generally results in a decrease in the number of page faults and
an increase in the overlap of communication and computation.
Message passing in Cable is performed by an efficient datagram communication
package. Packet. It uses a protocol that is optimized for highly reliable networks.
In the expected case, all messages are delivered, and Packet sends the minimum
number of messages with very little overhead. In the rare situation where a message
is dropped. Packet times out and retransmits the request message. Moreover, it
only buffers the headers of messages, which further reduces the cost of sending a
message.
Many page consistency protocols have been written for Cable. Chapter 4 de
scribes the writer-owns protocol and shows how it uses run-time decision making.
False sharing cannot, in general, be predicted statically, but it can easily be detected
dynamically. Writer-owns detects and eliminates false sharing at run time. The data
that are causing the false sharing are migrated to different pages, which eliminates
false sharing. The overhead of detecting false sharing and migrating data is such
that programs that use writer-owns aire competitive with programs that statically
avoid false sharing and faster than programs that tolerate false sharing.
This dissertation has shown that the Filaments package can be used as a stand
alone parallel programming library or as the target of a compiler. In Chapter 5,
we compared eight scientific kernels, with very different attributes. In all but one
case, the shared-memory Filaments program was within 10% of the shared-memory
baseline program. In most Ccises. the distributed-memory Filaments program was
within 15% of the distributed-memory baseline program. Hence, an architecture-
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independent Filaments program is competitive with hand-coded baseline programs
for both shared- and distributed-memory machines.
In Chapter 6, we show how SISAL can be translated into Filaments code. This
validates the concept of Filaments as an intermediate form. Furthermore, because
SISAL is a dataflow language and the Filaments model is imperative, we believe it
should be easy to translate imperative languages to Filaments.
The are several ways in which the Filaments package could be extended. First,
it could be implemented on more machines, architectures, and operating systems.
Two important machines for which there are no implementations are the distributedmemory multicomputer and the hybrid machine (a cluster of shared-memory work
stations). A multicomputer implementation would be able to take advantage of a
high-speed network to reduce communication latency. Such a reduction could have
a many ramifications to Distributed Filaments. As the communication latency goes
down the advantage (and cost) of overlapping and multithreading also goes downs.
It is expected that the latency on a multicomputer is still large enough to warrant
overlapping; however, this is yet to be determined. A hybrid machine would fully
test the Filaments model as both the Shared Filaments and Distributed Filaments
kernels would be incorporated into a single run-time system.
The second waj' Filaments could be extended is to create more Filaments pro
grams. Although about two dozen scientific programs have been written in Fila
ments. many more application programs are needed. As the number of application
programs written in Filaments increases, we will better be able to decide what, if
anything, needs to be added or implemented differently.
The third way is to create more front-end language translators. Although f so
has validated the concept of translating a parallel language to Filaments, this dis
sertation has not proven that it will work for other languages. Moreover, Filaments
would be more useful if more front-end languages were supported.
The Filaments model could also be extended in two ways. Currently, fine-grain
threads (filaments) must be independent because they can be executed in any order.
Thus in Filaments it is cumbersome to program some forms of parallelism, such as
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wave front (Gauss-Seidel) and pipelined (ADI integration). If users could specify
dependencies between filaments, which is a form of Jiue-grain synchronizaiion, the
above forms of parallelism would be possible.
The second extension to the Filaments model would involve making more run
time decisions in order to improve performance of distributed programs. For exam
ple, when a stable sharing pattern is detected, the Filaments package could switch
to broadcasting updates, thus reducing the number of messages sent and decreasing
latency. Additionally, Filaments could balance the load among machines by mi
grating individual filaments.

This would be especially important for non-dedicated

machines, where the loads on individual processors vary greatly.
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